Draft Downtown Parking Study Public Comments Summary
Below is a summary of comments received on the Draft Parking Study presented to Kirkland City Council on January 6, 2015.
Comments received include Council comments, emails to council and staff, stakeholder meetings, survey responses and notes from
four public facilitated discussions. A summary of previous input was presented in each facilitated discussion in order to encourage
new input on the options versus repeating input already collected. A best effort was made to capture and categorize the comments
appropriately in order to illustrate the themes of community comments. The collection of all comments follows the summary.
Option 1: Increased Supply - Surface Lot South of City Hall
Benefits
 Large amount close to downtown
 Good option for employees of downtown
 Good option for customers of Central Way businesses – gyms in particular
 Good option for commuter parking
Challenges/Concerns
 Not close to Downtown
 Steep Hill in between parking and downtown
 Needs better pedestrian access
 Surface parking is not attractive
 Impact to surrounding neighbors (lighting -lot and automobile, noise, vegetation buffer needed)
 Safety on 3rd Ave (blind spot on corner, narrow road, business delivery trucks block street).
 Increased traffic around Central Way
 Cost of Solution
Potential ways to address these challenges or concerns









People are already parking on the streets up the hill
Add an escalator
Institute a valet service
Implement a Golf Cart/Trolley Service with designated pick-up/drop off spots
Try a pilot of having city employees park somewhere else and promote parking in City Hall lot to see how much it is utilized
Better enforcement of downtown employee parking
Good wayfinding and pedestrian connection with downtown
Work with surrounding neighbors on design and operations to mitigate impact

Additional information is needed






Before large investment in this option see if some of the small solutions have an impact
Would it be used
o Promote and see if people will use City Hall on nights and weekends
o Have City employees park somewhere else to know if it would be used
How would it be operated – where would the entrance be?
Cost estimate calculations

Additional Ideas related to the option






Use of Current City Hall on nights and weekends
Use existing gravel lot
Sell the property and use revenue for other parking solutions
Make it larger - build a structured or underground garage that you could enter from Central Way.
Use the location as affordable housing
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Option 2: Increased Supply - Lake Avenue West
Benefits
 Readily available unused space
 Certain neighborhoods shouldn’t be exempt from street parking
Challenges/Concerns
 Safety
o Fire truck turn around difficulty with increased parking
o No sidewalks, curbs or line markings
o Turning onto Market Street is challenging
o Poor lighting on street
o Home security
o Heavy pedestrian traffic
o Market/Central intersection traffic safety
 Added traffic congestion
o Market and Lake Ave West is a five way stop
 Not enough space
o Width of street is narrow and varies
o Street shoulder condition is not suitable for heavy parking – people would just park on street
o Inadequate turnaround - cars turning around in driveways is illegal
o Heavy pedestrian traffic would be at risk with more cars
 Environment concerns
o Increased traffic impact on hillside prone to erosion and landslides (history of landslides/liability)
o Shoreline area
o Increased traffic impacts on Eagle nesting
o Garbage left by increased traffic
 Neighborhood streets should not be parking lots for the business district
 Cost is not low if all of the concerns are mitigated
Additional information is needed




The reasons parking was removed at this location
2007 Market Street Traffic Study
Public policy criteria that established the private use of a public right of way for “Permit Parking Only” for the exclusive use
of the residents of Lake Ave West.

Additional Ideas related to the option


Lake Ave West existing parking spots are being used by commuters and should be regulated

Option 3: Increased Supply- Waverly Way
Benefits


Need the parking
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Useful for Heritage Park usage

Challenges/Concerns
 Safety
o No safe way for passengers to exit on steep hillside
o Not enough space – Narrow street with heavy pedestrian traffic
o Speed of traffic on Waverly Way
o Home security
o Resident difficulty backing out of driveways
o High pedestrian use street
 Traffic challenge exiting on Market Street
 Restriction of a Bike Lane
 Already a narrow road
 Not close enough to downtown
 Signature Park and community asset would be cluttered with cars
 Neighborhood streets should not be parking lots for business district
 Cost is not low if all of the concerns are mitigated
Potential ways to address these challenges or concerns


Grade slope to address passenger safety concern

Additional information is needed



Cost of engineering slope to mitigate safety concern
How the park parking lot enforced.

Additional Ideas related to the option


Better signage and expand parking in Heritage Park

Option 4: Increased Supply - Shared use with private parking
Benefits




It would be in Downtown where parking is needed
Current underutilization of existing private lots
Requirement for new developments to provide parking takes burden off tax payers

Challenges/Concerns
 The city should not pay for parking in private garages
 Zoning restrictions are preventing redevelopment in downtown – height and set back restrictions
Additional information is needed





Why the option is a high cost
How are right size parking regulations being monitored
Monitor existing development parking requirement usage – are the requirements being used as intended?
Create a system for individual parkers to pay

Additional Ideas related to the option
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Use of Faith Base Parking Lots
Create Partnerships/Pilot leases with Existing Private Parking Lots – Microsoft, Bank of America
New Development Requirements
o Park Place
o Antique Mall
o Residential Developments
Better coordination and partnership between developments and city to address the problem.
Monitor existing development parking requirement usage – are the requirements being used as intended?
Partner with Sound Transit or King County Metro on an Park and Ride for transit center
City should invest in purchasing a floor of parking in new developments
Give incentives to property owners to add parking
Find shared use arrangements with largest employers first starting with City Employees parking off site.

Option 5: Improved Operations - Pay Parking
Benefits









If there is not enough parking, parking is too cheap. Prices should be highest in the most in demand spots
Fiscally responsible option for the City of Kirkland
Those visiting are will to pay
Helps create turnover
People are willing to pay for the amount of time they need – ½ hour to 8 hours
Opportunity when gas prices are low
$1 is not expensive and people are willing to pay
There is not privately provide public parking in Kirkland because the City gives parking away for free

Challenges/Concerns
 Free Parking is needed to attract shoppers and businesses – pay parking will drive them elsewhere and won’t support
businesses
 Competing against free parking in Bellevue and Redmond
 It won’t change parking habits or needs
 Community sees pay parking as taboo
 Not welcoming
 Increased pay parking would increase spill over into the neighborhood
 Last time pay was implemented quality of businesses declined
Potential ways to address these challenges or concerns



Merchant Validation of Parking
Resident Exemptions

Additional information is needed






Look at past study on pay parking
What are the challenges in managing free Parkplace parking and paid downtown parking
If the library garage is paid can the payments go to improvements?
Other models to study
More Business Perspective

Additional Ideas related to the option
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Consistent Pricing
Make paying more convenient
Pay parking should fund a garage
Pay Parking should reflect demand
Single Space meters on each block
Pay stations need to be marked better
Time limits create challenges for certain experiences that may take longer
New Supply should be pay parking

Option 6: Improved Operations - Branding and Marketing/Communications
Benefits




Increase visibility of available lots so people are aware and spend less time driving around
Signage improvements are needed (Antique Mall and Merrill Gardens in particular)
People currently don’t know where to park

Challenges/Concerns




Helpful but can be done inexpensively
o Don’t need a new brand – just put up more signs
o Current signage in Kirkland can be confusing
Won’t help the problem of parking availability

Potential ways to address these challenges or concerns


Add additional current “brand” signage

Additional information is needed


Cost benefit study before investment

Additional Ideas related to the option







Antique mall needs better signage. Measure before and after to know impact
Parking enforcement should capture available spaces and act as a concierge informing where to park instead of only giving
tickets.
Create better walking connectivity between parking locations
Distribute parking brochures to businesses
Better directional Signage to locations
Look at case study and creative solutions

Option 7: Improved Operations - Wayfinding/Dynamic Signage and Sensors
Benefits


Reduce time spent looking for a spot and help advertising locations

Challenges/Concerns
 Not a good use of funding
 Would need to work with all private lots as well to
 Number of spaces in each lot is small so wouldn’t be helpful to parkers and just increase people driving in circles
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Potential ways to address these challenges or concerns



If City Hall lot is built revisit idea
Work with private developments to institute

Additional information is needed


Cost/benefit study

Additional Ideas related to the option




Should also include dynamic pricing of parking that is available
Video base sensing and wireless technology
Distribute parking brochures to

Option 8: Improve operations at the library
Benefits




Additional spaces when demand is high
Inexpensive new capacity by just changing signs
Encourages employees to use it

Challenges/Concerns
 Even if clean, people don’t like parking garages
 The garage traffic flow is very poorly laid out so why bother
 Need longer time limits
Additional Ideas related to the option





Pedestrian safety concern at library garage entrance. Could a blinking light be installed?
The driveway coming out of the library parking lot onto Kirkland Way has red zones painted on the curbs – could we use
those for parking
Give employees a key fab to use the elevator so it is not used for other activity.
Better enforcement needed
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Option 9: Parking Application app including pay by phone
Benefits




Simple, easy and convenient
Would show the parking locations and direct people to them via apps
Great way to merge private and public lots

Challenges/Concerns
 Too complicated
 Encourages people to look at their phone
 Technology is always changing
 Too expensive
 If no spots are available it is not helpful
Potential ways to address these challenges or concerns


Public/Private partnership to share the cost of app – business advertising opportunities

Additional Ideas related to the option








Valet Ap service for City Hall
An app should be Market driven
Use already established apps – Spothero
Register parking on Google
Ap presented by Kirkland Chamber
Quick Pay Technology
Parnav Technology

Additional Themes in Comments
Amount of Parking Needed
 Who are we trying to find parking for: Customers/Visitors, Employees or Commuters
o Different solutions depending on what group
o What amount is needed for each group
 City doesn’t provide adequate parking for its own assets – parks and swimming pool
 What causes the parking problem
 Change the perception of amount of parking available.
 How to mitigate Loss of Current Parking
o Park Lane
o Antique Mall
o Park Place Construction
Parking Responsibility




City should commit to help bring investment to downtown.
Both city and developers
The people who use it
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Shared between business owners, building owners and residents
Everyone benefits from a healthy, vibrant downtown
Whoever needs it the most should pay
City should lead but cost should be shared – use incentives
Businesses
City – responsible for fostering a thriving business core to provide taxes
Developers
Not the City – Let Market forces solve the problem
Explore/encourage free enterprise solutions and public private partnerships like shuttle services.
Public private partnerships
Parking investments should be compared to other investments like the ARC and the Houghton CKC property.
Come up with an ROI formula to help convenience the tax payers that it is the best investment
Better Parking Downtown equals better businesses with Better tax receipts
The City needs the right policies moving forward with new developments but also address the existing problem.

Enforcement/Regulations
 Regulations are inconsistent
 Signage is confusing
 2-3 hours is not enough time for visitors
 Enforcement is too strict
 Seasonality of Parking
o Summer need is different than winter need
o Sunday Parking should be regulated
o Better coordination w/summer events in directing visitors to parking locations
Employee Parking
 More fringe parking locations
 Need better and consistent communication to foster corporation and accountability among businesses
 Explore move to evade regulations
 Pay parking would help to solve this problem
 New developments need to provide employee parking
 There should be no dedicated parking for employees – paid parking for everyone
 Encourage other ways for Employee’s to get to work – bus passes
 Some employees need to use their car throughout the day
 Need to know how many employees need parking
 How do we know if employees will park in particular locations
Commuter Parking
 Market Street and existing Lake Ave West parking is used for commuter parking
 We need transit parking or they will move into neighborhoods
 Work with Sound Transit and Metro on a solution – currently no dedicated parking for commuters
 Use the antique mall for commuter parking
 Measure the number of commuters using parking.
Neighborhood Spillover Problem
 Affects character of neighborhoods
 Business parking belongs in business district – build a garage downtown
 City should protect the neighborhoods
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City policies discourage it
Right Size Parking increases spill over
All spill over should be treated equally
Street spots around downtown are no longer available – resident permit parking and enforcement is needed
Add 4 hour parking on streets surrounding downtown

Parking decisions impacting Kirkland Character
 Keep small town feel
 Keep the city green
Right Size Parking


Right Size Parking regulations contradict this study

Additional Parking Solutions Suggested









Parking Shuttle
Lake and Central Lot
Build a Garage downtown
Marina Lot “lid parking”
Underneath Peter Kirk Park
Under all of downtown
Free Enterprise Solutions
Reduce the Demand for Parking
o Advertising taking the bus
o More Bike Racks
o Parking for Zip Car/Car to go
o Better Pedestrian Access
o Better Bus Routes and Transit Center
o More Affordable Housing

Feedback on the Study














Stakeholders comments were not accepted prior to draft study being released so options are misleading
Not great data on the costs related to each option so options presented and feedback received are misleading
Not all the spaces are counted – Who and how do we determine the goal we are trying to reach
Pleased that an outside firm was brought in to provide unbiased input
Need to know priority of parkers
Options outlined don’t event start to address the problem - City needs to put all options including the big ones on the table
and seriously consider them
Ask citizens if they will pay for a large parking investment – Compare interest of ARC vs Parking
History of lots of community time and input regarding parking with very little change to show for it has led to frustration in
the community
City needs to set a vision and stick with it
Need to bring back a parking committee that City will listen to, study just has what the Council wants.
Focus on things that can be done quickly or on an experimental basis
What is the neighborhood vs business interest balance and what solutions are reflective of that?
Have City employees take the survey
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Draft Downtown Parking Study Complete Public Comments
Below is the collection of all comments received on the Draft Parking Study presented to Kirkland City Council on January 6, 2015.
Comments received include Council comments, emails to council and staff, stakeholder meetings, survey responses and notes four
public facilitated discussions. A summary of previous input was presented in each facilitated discussion in order to encourage new
input on the options versus repeating input already collected. A best effort was made to capture all comments and categorize the
comments appropriately in order to illustrate the various themes of the community comments. An annotated essence of emails and
material sent is included rather than the document in its entirety. The comments are either sited or color coded based on the
channel of collection.
 Survey Responses
 Feb 24 Facilitated Discussion
 Feb 25 Facilitated Discussion
 March 2 Facilitated Discussion
 March 4 Facilitated Discussion
Option 1: Increased Supply - Surface Lot South of City Hall
1.

How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?

Large amount close to downtown
It is close enough to downtown where the parking is an issue.
This is the clearly preferred alternative if more parking is required to serve downtown.
This seems like a good option.
Despite the high cost, I believe this is a good option. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
Amount of parking created would be good.
B-- we have so many nice shops and businessesses in Kirkland-- we just can't get to them on our 1 hour lunch when you consider
all the time involved with finding parking or walking. A shuttle service would be ideal when you consider I live in Kirkland, work
in Kirkland and yet it takes me a half hour or more to get to work by 8
I would support this option. The space is already owned by the city. It's close to the downtown business corridor, and it won't
infringe on current homeowner space (this space already exists)
This at least seems like the best long term solution.
Clear it and make it available for parking before they start on the Antique Mall project.
Option A please
Good. Close to downtown and mixed business and residential. Safe for evening walking to and from parking.
A paved parking lot adjacent to the existing City Hall is a far better option than encouraging transient people (workers and
visitors to Downtown Kirkland) to park in the Market Neighborhood.
Excellent option and location, appropriate to services' locations
Good option for employees of downtown
-South of City hall is an option for employees of downtown (1/6 Council Comment)
City Hall lot is a good location for employees of downtown (2/13 Stakeholder meeting )
City Hall lot would work great for employees but not shoppers (Downtown Merchant)
A new supply is great, but that location likely will only be for employees given the distance and climb for customers is a big
negative, especially if it's paid parking
Reasonable idea -- lot is a little far from downtown for customers, but might be great for employees of businesses and
commuters.
Good option for Customers of Central Way Business
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-

The parking lots are full at 6am when the only thing that is open is the gyms. If the gyms used the city hall lot then that would
free up a lot of parking (Downtown Merchant)
Have central way businesses – especially gyms direct customers to the City Hall lot (Merchant Meeting)

-

Good option for Commuter Parking
-

Option is still far away from downtown but could be a good option for commuters

2.

What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?

Not close to Downtown
-

Would be of marginal use to the more general downtown case.
its a bit out of the way for visitors but easier parking is always welcome
This option makes sense, but the drawback is that it's not actually in the core of downtown.
Is this location close enough to the downtown shopping and restaurant core to be a relevant and convenient parking source for
same.
Concern that it would only serve City employees
Site: Inconvenient location for downtown retail employees and shoppers. Too far unless trolley or other shuttle options were
available. Often employees have supplies to carry from personal vehicles.

Steep Hill Challenge
The cost of this is significant, and would only provide benefits to a small number of people who can climb the hill.
The need to climb a steep hill is objectionable to older shopper and people with mobility problems.
Might be useful. It's a hilly walk from there to the downtown waterfront/retail core.
With the distance, hill and weather people won’t use it – need something downtown

Surface Parking is not attractive
-

Surface parking is an eyesore and inappropriate for a downtown area.
This would also eliminate the beauty of the greenery around City Hall, making it just another urban building and parking lot
I think this option would be an eye sore and disturb nearby residents by increasing traffic in what is a dense residential area.
It would be a shame to see this beautiful, natural green space that is often used by wildlife turned into a parking lot. More
thought needs to be put into the decision to use this property. I'm not in favor of it. Kirkland is becoming increasingly urban,
manmade, and therefore ugly, diminishing its longstanding natural beauty. We don't need more of the same.

Impact to surrounding neighbors
Lighting – look at LWIT new lights
Vegetation buffers needed
Automobile lights should be mitigated
Current light issue at City hall needs to be addressed
There would be an increased noise issue with 150 more spaces
Safety
Third avenue traffic Safety
o Blind spot on corner
o Narrow Road
o Business deliveries “beer trucks” block street
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-

Valet operation speed concern
Safety Concerns on 3rd Ave
o 3 way stop sign is never adhered too

Increased traffic on 85th and Market Street would need to be managed

Cost concern
-

3.

Who is paying for this?
Explore better management solutions first
Try Gravel Lot first
I don't think this option should be used until all other options that cost far less more are in place.

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?
Institute a Valet or Golf Cart Trolley Service
-

Valet option would be valuable to shoppers and a great use of the City Hall lot (2/6 merchant meeting)
Has the city explored the valet Ap used in Seattle and San Francisco to implement in the city hall lot (Chamber Meeting)
Golf Cart/Trolley Service with designated pick-up/drop off spots

Pilot Project
-

Try a pilot of having City Employees park somewhere else and promote parking in City Hall lot to see how much it is utilized.

People are already walking parking in the neighborhoods up the hill
-

Many people say they don’t want to walk uphill to park at City Hall or Waverly, yet people are already parking in the
neighborhoods, which are uphill (1/14/15 KAN meeting)

Add an escalator
-

Add an escalator on Second Street to facilitate/encourage access from Central Way to City Hall (1/6 Council Comment)
Better pedestrian path to downtown: Perception vs Physical Challenge of distance. How can we make available parking locates
more integrated with Downtown (Harbor Steps)

Work with surrounding neighbors on design and operations
-

-

-

If the city moves forward with this, we should all collaborate – City, Brezza, Marina Heights, Point Overlook, the Livengood firm
and the Waterview – so that we can work together to discuss and mitigate impacts of noise, lighting (lot lighting and headlights)
and security so that this can be done successfully from the get-go. (email to council jan 2)
I would ask that it be attractively landscaped so as to be sympathetic to the surrounding residential neighborhood.
* Lighting on the site needs to take into account the people who live across from the lot. Today, lighting around City Hall is
difficult to take--it often looks like a landing strip. I believe we have excess light pollution plus it is annoying to have to look into
the lights constantly--the thought of more isn't merrier. * How will people from downtown Kirkland access the lot. Today I see
people using the stairs going to/from the gym on Central. The steps are not well maintained. * The traffic flow down 3rd
connecting into Central is very dangerous with the blind corner. If this lot draws more people, this situation needs to be
improved.
Access on 2nd street would be needed
Lighting – look at LWIT new lights
Vegetation buffers needed
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-

Where would the entrance to the lot be 2nd street would be preferred for safety
To move forward on this option meet with the 4 condos in a group to start conversations focusing on just this option
on how to address concerns

Wayfinding and Pedestrian Connection to Downtown
-

4.

Pedestrian Egress with City Hall Lot needs to be improved. People don’t know how to enter or exit
The City must be committed to properly sign the available parking. This option will only work if it is signed and City doesn’t sign
other lots well.

What other information would be helpful in considering this option?
Before investment see if some of the small solutions have an impact
-

See if other solutions work before spending this amount of funding.
This question does not provide enough information, such as the cost "Medium" and how many surface parking spaces will be
provided.
Tenants with gyms may change so need to think about long term use of lot

Would it be used?
-

Before investment of a high cost better understanding of how it would be used
Pilot with shared lots to have City Employees park off sit to see if lot will be used for DT.

How would it be operated?
-

How would it be operated pay or not?

Cost Calculations
5.

Additional Ideas related to the option
Use of Current City Hall
-

-

Can the city designate the current city hall spots that were reserved for KPD as public parking? (Market Neighborhood Feedback
Document presented at 2/11/15 KAN meeting)
Implement Parking at existing city hall lot on evenings and weekends (1/6 Council Comment)
City Hall lots - A parking lot on the south side of City Hall is too inconvenient to be useful unless a number of other changes are
made so that the numerous alternatives are all less desirable. I suggest getting some idea of potential usage by first heavily
promoting the City Hall and Annex lots as free evening and weekend parking. Although they are a little bit further from
downtown, they are proposed as public parking anyway, so they would provide useful data. (Email to Council/Staff)
Pilot with shared lots to have City Employees park off sit to see if lot will be used for DT.

Use Gravel Lot as is to start to see if it will be used

Sell the property and use for other solutions
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-

-

-

-

No discussion of alternative uses for this land…Land this close to downtown has considerable development potential. Adding
parking here may be comparable to the cost of having the City purchase additional underground spots at new developments.
How much are we willing to spend subsidizing parking on a surface lot that depreciates the rest of the neighborhood? … A
developer could come up with something more productive. (1/4/15 Citizen email to Council)
It’s sad that the city owns valuable property by city hall and is considering just storing cars there. What is the opportunity cost
of that versus adding something to downtown? (email to staff 2/27/15)
I think this is a fantastic short term option and might be a good long term option (we should wait until we see how it works out
short term). If we don't turn this into parking we should sell the property and use the money to create parking elsewhere.
Refining cost estimates is fine, but please don't build anything until all parking downtown is paid parking.
This looks too expensive. It's a poor use of a valuable piece of land. The value of the land needs to be included in the cost
numbers - it isn't. You're only counting construction costs. We can do more for the city by redeveloping it for multifamily
residential. It's likely too far from the core, and uphill, to get the use that would justify the cost.
Sell City Hall property and use the funds for a garage downtown

Make it larger
-

-

Dig down to Central Way south of City Hall and make it accessible from Central Way (1/6 Council Comment ).
That looks like the old KPD offices and lot. If you were to go to the trouble of demo-ing the building to make way for parking,
then I would rather see a higher capacity parking structure than just surface.
A better (and more expensive) development would be multilevel parking with underground and aboveground parking space.
The walkways to downtown from there might need to be upgraded to provide good access to Central Way. Charging for parking
would help pay for the construction and maintenance.
Why not build a structure on this site that would provide more parking lot spaces.

Use the location for affordable housing

Option 2: Increased Supply - Lake Avenue West
1.

How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?

Readily Available Space
-

-

Open some up to free customer parking and some to paid employee parking
Seems reasonable
b- we want MAX parking/walking opportunities!
This is an excellent option.
Good to me!
Good idea. I live right across the street from City Hall on the east side and I am amazed at the number of employees who park
on the streets surrounding my building. There is a great need for employee parking.
sell the permits for day use.good idea
This is a great solution. Space in the public right of way should be available to all. So definitely don't lease it, and definitely open
it up. I also think the residential permit system should go. If residents want a place to park, they should build themselves a place
to park and not expect the city to provide it for them on public land.
Option B. Lease the spots to employees who will leave before residents return makes more sense.
Allowing permitted residents and others to use the spaces makes sense.
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-

Seems reasonable, no big opinion on this one.
I support using this strategy.
A please
Good idea, employees of local businesses need to have available convenient parking

Certain neighborhoods should not be exempt from street parking
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Certain neighborhoods should not be exempt from parking (2/13 meeting)
remedy the anomalous treatment of Lake Ave West (Email to council 1.4)
Residents do not own the street in front of their homes, so yes I believe this space should be used if it exists. (email 2/27/15)
One of the most ridiculous parking situations in Kirkland is the posting of "permit parking only" signs on Lake Avenue West.
Years ago some property owners there prevailed on the City to give them special dispensation from having to deal with the
common folk. The City should revisit that unfortunate agreement and reclaim the 60 to 70 parking spaces that would be made
available. Why should these residents have both sides of the street reserved for them and their visitors? (comment on Kirkland
Reporter)
It appears that there are well in excess of 60 possible public parking places available on both sides of Lake Ave West that
currently benefit only the 19 single family residences that are adjacent to this quarter mile plus the stretch of public right of
way. Attachment pictures: There is a vehicle parked in the public right of way under a car cover that has not been moved in
months. I have also attached a picture of the road where 2 trucks are double parked with a car parked across the street
demonstrating the wideness of the street which would allow for public parking on both sides of the street less than a block
from Marina Park. (3/6 Email to City Council)
This is a no-brainer. Lake Ave should never have received this concession. Also, there's a park at the end of Lake Ave W which
few people can use because it only has two or three allowed spots. There need to be more open spots at that end of the avenue
for park users.
Residential users should be exempt from time limits. But parking on that street should not be exclusive to them. It's a public
street-- taxpayer funded-- and other taxpayers should be able to use it instead of it being treated like a private club property.
Allow employee permits on that street and don't let the residents have a monopoly anymore.
A good use of spaces that already exist. The time has passed for this special permission zone. There is NO reason that this area
shouldn't be used on an everyday basis for general parking. The residents have actually had both sides of the street restricted.
They're rich and have valuable properties so how does this entitle them to have "privileges"? Not only that but it seems to me
that there's more than 45 stalls available.
Right now Lake Avenue parking is virtually 100% unused as nearly all of the residents park off street. Although it would be an
adjustment for the local homeowners, they don't own the parking rights there, the city does. I'm enormously in favor of adding
parking along there. I'd be willing to constrain it with time limits as long as it was 4 hours or more and ends at 6PM.
I think that public streets must be shared, whether those of us who live on them like it or not. This location is too valuable to not
be fully utilized for parking.
I assume you mean the lot on Waverly Way? I don't see a 45-spot surface lot on Lake Ave W. Sure, making better use of
existing parking capacity makes sense. It is crazy to talk about building a new lot when we have peak period unused parking
capacity already .
No brainer, Just Do It
I do not agree with option "A" or "B". I would like to know the public policy criteria that established the private use of a public
right of way for â€œPermit Parking Onlyâ€• for the exclusive use of the residents of Lake Ave West. Is there anywhere else in
Kirkland that is "Permit Parking Onlyâ€• for resident parking on a public street? This should be public parking for all Kirkland
residents and visitors not the use of public resources for the private benefit of a few. Simply removing the signs would be low
cost and provide much needed additional parking close to downtown. This street is on my walk route, I rarely see anyone parked
there. The street that is signed to allow only residents to park there is extremely wide and has parking on both sides with ample
room for cars to pass. In addition, over 90% of the single family residences located on the west side of the street have 3 car
garages with parking in front of the garages, for a total of 6 parking places per house with additional ample on street parking.
It appears that there are well in excess of 60 possible public parking places available on both sides of Lake Ave West that
currently benefit only the 19 single family residences that are adjacent to this quarter mile plus the stretch of public right of way.
-
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2.

What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?

Safety
3.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Reduce the ability for fire trucks to turn around and get on the next call, an issue that presents a safety risk to the larger
community (Market Neighborhood Feedback Document presented at 2/11/15 KAN meeting)
There are no sidewalks along Lake Avenue West yet the street is often used by families from throughout the area as they walk,
jog, experience the lakefront, eagles and outdoors.
Lake of pedestrian safe walk facilities (trails, lighting, sidewalks) is one reason to keep vehicular traffic volume to a minimum
(email to council 1/4/15)
Pedestrian safety – there are no sidewalks yet is a heavily-traveled street. People walk down the middle of the street. It is not
unusual to have several hundred people on a single day walking down the center of the street. (Handout in 2/26/15 meeting)
The current street is already inadequate for current fire regulations and Waste Management. Allowing increased parking
sacrifices the safety of all residents if emergency vehicles trucks do not have adequate access. (Handout in 2/26/15 meeting)
In surrounding area where there is parking there are sidewalks (Handout in 2/26/15 meeting)
Access to and from Lake Ave West is located at an awkward intersection. Increasing the volumes of traffic will only mean an
increase to the probability of accidents at that intersection. It would behoove the City to limit traffic to and fro the Ave to the
residents of that area. In other words, the Average Daily Trips generated by the residents should not be increased by inviting
others to travel through that intersection (email to council 1/4/15)
Doesn't seem appropriate on a one way in only street without sidewalks. I have public safety concerns.
This is a heavily-used pedestrian area -- tons of people walking down the middle of the street every day. There are no sidewalks,
no curbs, no place for people to park. I'd be worried about safety. Why do you want business people to park in the
neighborhoods anyway? Shouldn't there be adequate parking in downtown?
I am a home owner on the lane, and oppose opening this narrow, dead end lane to the public. The reasons are: 1. the street is
not wide enough for two cars to pass safely now, and this is before cars are parked on the side of the road. 2. The side that would
be used for parking is undeveloped, and would need to be paved, curbs installed, etc (and probably would not meet the city
regulations relative to parking areas today without considerable upgrading). 3. this lane is used now by the walking, running,
biking, skating public. Having cars use this on a full time basis, would create a safety hazard. Not sure but this would also create
an undesirable habitat for our resident bald eagles.
There are A LOT of people who walk on Lake Ave W every single day. There are no sidewalks here. There are no curbs. There
are no lines. It is kind of a narrow road. And nearly impossible to get out of -- have you ever tried to turn left or go straight out
of Lake Ave W? Rediculous!
driving onto market from lake can be very challenging and this should also be a consideration.
The road is far too narrow on Lake Washington Avenue West to allow transient parking. That road should only be used for
parking, other than the small park, by those local residents. My husband and I walk along there quite frequently and it really
shouldn't even be considered a public road! It's more like a one-way private residential road all along there!
Safety Concerns –
o Fire truck turn around. There are 3 parking spaces that are supposed to be monitored. They are not currently
monitored and parked cars prevent a fire truck from being able to turn around
o There is heavy walking traffic on the street and no sidewalks
 Parking would increase car volume and speed presenting a pedestrian safety risk
 Cars park in the road, not on the shoulder which would narrow the street even more
 The street as a walking route and community asset is more important than parking
o There is poor lighting
Home Security Concerns
One of the only flat streets in town and a high volume of walkers walk down middle of street
It’s not just residents that use it for pedestrian use, visitors walk from parks.
No curbs or line markings to create separation from cars and pedestrians
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-

Market and Lake Ave West is a 5 way intersection with bicycles. An extra 45 cars would increase safety risk. It would be safer
with a light
Close proximity to downtown makes it a great pedestrian street, not parking lot. Safety of Kirkland’s residents and visitors is
critical. Lake Ave W offers a quiet, safe, beautiful pedestrian walk. Increasing vehicle traffic and parking endangers people and
eliminates this special environment. Pedestrian Friendly because it is flat, level street access from downtown, wide enough for
walking with strollers, small children, close proximate to downtown, public waterfront access at park, quiet, safe place for
people to enjoy, Heavily-used pedestrian street: hundreds of people walk on Lake Ave W every day. There is no separation of
vehicles from pedestrians.
Environmentally sensitive, steep slope and shoreline area concerns.
Increased parking = increased traffic = less safety for pedestrians
No curbs
No lines
No sidewalks, planting strips
Insufficient width for traffic (typical street in Kirkland is 32’, Lake Ave W is frequently 20’ wide or less)
“Parking” exists only on raw land off pavement
Significant erosion at south end of street where current parking is
Open drainage ditch, utility poles in off-street area as well
Dead-End street
o Vehicles turn around in private driveways
Does not meet minimums for Fire Safety turnaround
Known hazardous intersection: Lake Ave W and Market
Per City’s 2007 Market Street Access Study
Still awaiting installation of recommended traffic light (Handout in March 2nd Session)

-

-

Traffic Challenges
Hazardous intersection (Lake Ave W-Market St – Central Way) cannot support additional traffic without mitigation (signal
already recommend per Market Street Traffic Study, 2007) (Handout in 2/26/15 meeting)
Bad idea. Moving traffic onto a dead end street that is very difficult to exit onto market seems like a recipe for a real mess.
The corner of Market and 85th continues to become more conjested, primarily with cars driving through our city, not coming to
spend money in the downtown area. At some point a light will be needed to allow residents of Lake Ave west to merge onto
85th and Lake Ave
Market to Lake Ave West is already a difficult traffic corner, addition volume would impact traffic throughout Kirkland
Not enough space
-

-

-

The width of Lake Ave West varies long its length and in places is less than the City’s minimum standards (2/18 email to staff)
The traffic movement in and out of houses on the west side, cars pulling out of garages, could be greatly impeded by cars
trying to located a parking space on the east side (email to council 1.4)
The shoulder condition (gravel, undefined edge) is not suitable for heavy parking volumes (email to council 1.4)
Most homes on that street lack the necessary driveway depth to allow for guest parking. (email to council 1.4)
The Ave is a dead end street with inadequate turnaround near the park. Most cars will most likely use driveways to turn
around which, in addition to being illegal, is a safety issue for the residents trying to use their driveways. (email to council 1.4)
Pavement on Lake Ave W is primitive, with no curbs, no line markings, and width varies considerably throughout the length of
the street. Current conditions are insufficient to meet current fire and Waste Management guidelines. 17-20’ (or more)
additional width required over current paved area to create a safe parking area for non-residents along Lake Ave W. This area
would be cut out of the high-hazard landslide zone below Heritage Park. (Handout in 2/26/15 meeting)
There is very limited space on this street for any additional parking. The parking is too close to the homes on this street and
offer no to little privacy if there were added parking. Timed permits would encourage only those in the area that are going to
bars/restaurants to park on this area.
Increased traffic on this residential street is not desirable. Turn-around is difficult.
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-

not enogh parking very tight street
Street would need to be wider to meet City Standards
Garbage access issues
Additional cars would increase the volume of cars turning around in driveways which is illegal
Cars turnaround in Driveways
Trash left by parked cars
This is an issue in all of downtown

Environment concerns
-

Lake Avenue West lies near the shore of Lake Washington and below a hillside which is prone to erosion and landslides. (2/18
email to staff )
Eagle nest and perch directly above the west side of Lake Avenue West. (2/18 email to staff)
The Ave is home to a bald eagle nest. Inviting traffic by opening that street for public parking will increase noise. (email to
council 1.4)
Environmental Factors include Landslide Risk, Shoreline area and Bald Eagle Roosting and Nesting Area (Handout in 2/26/15
meeting)
Increasing street width to allow for parking eats into a known hazardous area
Any change in current pavement (impervious surface) coverage impacts shoreline regulations
Additionally, increased parking allows for contaminants (oil, hydraulic fluid, etc.) from vehicles to seep into the soils and drain
directly into Lake Washington
Lake Ave W has a pair of resident bald eagles which nest yearly. Increased vehicular traffic is disruptive. More disruptive would
be any further street development to allow for parking and safe pedestrian passage. (Handout in 2/26/15 meeting)
What shoreline permits would be necessary – city should have to submit same permits as other developments
Land Slide Issue
o Liability issue with extra people parking
o History of Landsides on slope
o Public property needs to be managed
Lake Ave W is a High Hazard area for seismic disturbances and landslide – also is a dead-end street – no escape if street is
blocked. Development of this street to allow for safe pedestrian use would require significant disturbance to the hillside.
Sharp 40-50+ foot elevation gain from south end of Lake Ave W all the way past Waverly Park. History of landslides from
1947 that killed two to a 2015 landslide on the slope. Reference to the 3/3/15 council presentation on hazardous slopes.
(handout in March 4th session)
-

The entire length of Lake Ave W is a seismic hazard area and high landslide hazard area – which makes it unsafe for the City
to encourage increased vehicular traffic or parking. (Handout in March 2nd session)

Neighborhood Streets shouldn’t be parking lots
-

-

Finally, and yes selfishly, residents on that street pay more than fair share of property taxes, and it is only fair to be able to find
guest parking next to their houses. If we lose that parking area, then it is us or our guests that will be driving around block after
block, and street after street to find parking. (email to council 1/4/15)
Address downtown parking in the downtown core, and don't turn a neighborhood street into a parking lot.
Encouraging employees to park in neighborhoods is a failure by the City to appropriately plan for sufficient parking supply in
downtown. Solve the problem in downtown, rather than degrading the nearby neighborhoods.
Pushing business parking into residential neighborhoods is wrong -- business parking should occur in business areas!
Keep the resident permit program in effect. I think the residents of Lake Avenue West should have relative ease of use of their
street for parking. (No I don't live on Lake Avenue). I would be very frustrated if my street was full of commercial parking. These
are our fellow Kirkland residents and hefty taxpayers. Who would benefit from the "sale" of permits? Not the Lake Ave
residents. Sounds like a losing proposition for these residents.
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-

-

-

I am a bit unclear on the location of these spaces, but I don't live in the area, but perhaps some spots should remain by permit for
resident use only, depending on the history of the area.
This should remain "permit only" for residential users. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
Not great. This is an encroachment on the rights of that neighborhood. They pay higher taxes to be in that location and rightfully
expect parking to be available at most times. IT would suck for them to have to find paid parking if there was none available in
their neighborhood!
The City has a stated goal of reducing reliance on single-occupancy vehicles – why is the City event considering this option. This
is a low-density residential zone, not commercial or office zone. Parking should be for residents and their guests, not business
employees, commuters and business customers. (Handout in 2/26/15 meeting)
It is a low density neighborhood. Parking should be in commercial districts

Cost isn’t low if you address and mitigate all of the concerns
-

-

-

-

Mitigation need would make it a high cost
There is no such thing as existing stalls. There is already erosion in current allowed parking
4.

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?

5.

What other information would be helpful in considering this option?

To create additional parking for non-residents in the low-density residential neighborhood, additional street width, curb and
sidewalks would be required to keep a safe environment. An additional 17’ or more of width to allow for parking, curb, sidewalk
and planting strip will disrupt the landslide zone and shoreline area. (Handout in 2/26/15 meeting)
Reflect back on when there was parking and why it was removed
Community is doing a time Lapse Photography of street
Look at the reasons it is restricted
Look at 2007 Market Street Study
Kirkland City Council Members; I would like to know the public policy criteria that established the private use of a public right of
way for “Permit Parking Only” for the exclusive use of the residents of Lake Ave West. Is there anywhere else in Kirkland that is
"Permit Parking Only” for resident parking on a public street? This should be public parking for all Kirkland residents and visitors
not the use of public resources for the private benefit of a few. Simply removing the signs would be low cost and provide much
needed additional parking close to downtown. This street is on my walk route, I rarely see anyone parked there. The street that
is signed to allow only residents to park there is extremely wide and has parking on both sides with ample room for cars to
pass. In addition, over 90% of the single family residences located on the west side of the street have 3 car garages with
parking in front of the garages, for a total of 6 parking places per house with additional ample on street parking. (3/6 Email to
City Council)

6. Additional Ideas related to the option
Existing Lake Ave West parking is used by Commuters – how to prevent
Should the regulations address a regular or busy event day?
Not productive to spend time on this option
Why are we talking about it if there were reasons to restricted in the first place
If ordinance change need a hearing in front of CC
Need to time existing spaces on Lake Ave West
-
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Option 3: Increased Supply- Waverly Way
1.

How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?

Need the parking
-

-

Yes that end of Kirkland needs spaces desperately. Build it.
Heritage Park is underutilized, and additional stalls could be added without impacting the park itself too much.
Likely most useful in the summer when the Heritage Park lot is most impacted.
This sounds a lot better than building a $2M lot beside city hall. Although again, I would say that the city should implement
a dynamic market-rate parking demand management system first before we go and spend money building new parking lots.
Sounds good. Pay for Marina Park users!
Reasonable
Simple. Yes, do this.
This option makes a great deal of sense. The space is already available and it's close to downtown and adjacent to the park.
Residents might not like it, but again, this is a taxpayer-funded public street. If this is done, please be sure people know to
park the same direction as traffic flows. It's the law, but people park haphazardly all over Kirkland.
Could be useful.
I would support this measure. The space is already there, and not properly utilized.
If they are safe, use them.
Please do this
Good. Close to downtown and in an area already used for downtown parking. Reasonably safe.
i think this also should be used for Public Parking for all the residents of Kirkland.

2.

What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?

-

Neighborhood Streets should not be parking lots

-

-

-Market neighborhood already hosts a number of parking-related needs for the City, including boat trailer parking, parking
for Heritage Hall events, parking for Heritage Park, including two tennis courts and hosting numerous events. (Market
Neighborhood Feedback Document presented at 2/11/15 KAN meeting)
I am opposed to parking on the south side of Waverly Way. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
again, downtown parking should be in downtown, not the neighborhoods. But at least there are curbs, parking areas, and
sidewalks here. Seems a better idea than the previous one.
“Festival City” We have always felt that Kirkland was a special place to raise a family and to be able to enjoy a certain
quality of life with family and friends due to Kirkland’s small town appeal. We are now feeling that certain people are
trying to turn Kirkland into ""Festival City"" with an event every weekend thus destroying the local homeowners sense of
community. Why do we need more parking on Waverly Way contributing to the “Festival City” mess? Over the past
several years, we the Waverly Way property owners, have seen an increase in the number of people parking in front of our
homes, throwing their trash in our yards and allowing their dogs to pee all over our property. Several times we have even
had people walk up on our deck and sit in our chairs, and when we ask them why they are there they often reply ""Oh we
didn't think you would mind"". As Waverly Way property owners, paying high taxes, we do mind our personal property
invasions. If the Kirkland promoters really want to create “Festival City” then why not develop the Totem Lake mall area to
create their “Festival City” and use their parking spaces? Property Values To my knowledge many of the Waverly Way
property owners pay rather high taxes due to their ""water views"". If the Waverly Way property owners continue to have
their “water views” blocked by additional cars then they should pay lower property taxes. "
Do not develop Waverly Way!
“Festival City”: We have always felt that Kirkland was a special place to raise a family and to be able to enjoy a certain
quality of life with family and friends with Kirkland’s small town appeal. We are now feeling that certain people are trying to
turn Kirkland into "Festival City" with an event every weekend thus destroying the local homeowners sense of community.
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-

Why do we need more parking on Waverly Way contributing to the “Festival City” mess? Over the past several years, we
the Waverly Way property owners, have seen an increase in the number of people parking in front of our homes, throwing
their trash in our yards and allowing their dogs to pee all over our property. Several times we have even had people walk up
on our deck and sit in our chairs, and when we ask them why they are there they often reply "Oh we didn't think you would
mind". As Waverly Way home owners, we do mind our personal property invasions. If the Kirkland promoters really want to
create “Festival City” then why not develop the Totem Lake mall area to create their “Festival City” and use their parking
spaces? (Email to staff 2/26/15)
Property Values: To my knowledge many of the Waverly Way property owners pay rather high taxes due to their "water
views". If the Waverly Way property owners continue to have their “water views” blocked by additional cars then they
should pay lower property taxes. The city’s lack of attention to trimming trees on the waterside of the park is already
decreasing the property values on Waverly Way as a neighbor recently discovered during an appraisal. (Email to staff
2/26/15)

Restriction of a Bike Lane

-

-

-Waverly way has a bike lane that would be compromised with parking. This is a community asset and consistent with the
City’s goal on non-auto transit. (Market Neighborhood Feedback Document presented at 2/11/15 KAN meeting)
Parking on the west side of Waverly Way would directly disrupt a bike lane used for non-automotive transit- directly
contradicting the Council goal of encouraging non-automotive transit (email to staff 1/5)
Two sided parking would negatively impact bicycle traffic, and quality of life for residents and visitors. (email to staff
2/24/15)
This removes the bike lane and crowds the street.
I'm concerned about the impact to cyclists here. If it can be done in a way that maintains safe bike access we should do it.
Otherwise no.
Adding parking here would mean deprecating a bike lane, which is contrary to the City's goal of promoting non-vehicular
transit. Re-routing bikes through Heritage Park is not an option, as the bikes would be competing with baby strollers and
dog walkers.
Cascade Bicycle Alliance is against the option because it removes a bike lane

Safety

-

-

-

-

- There is no safe egress for passengers of parked vehicles. This cost has not been scoped and is currently unknown. (Market
Neighborhood Feedback Document presented at 2/11/15 KAN meeting)
The consideration of the West side of Waverly way between Market and 2 nd fails to consider that passengers in these parked
vehicles would be exiting directly onto a steep hillside (email to staff 1/5)
There is no safe way for passengers to exit their vehicles if they parked on the west side of Waverly Way, as there is an
immediate and steep hillside down to Heritage Park. The City would end up spending significant money to address this
safety issue, for a location that's not even near downtown
This is a unsafe and very concerning idea for many reasons. Cars drive VERY fast down Waverly Way and adding additional
parking stalls would jam up this road and could be very unsafe for additional cars to park. There is NOT enough space to
add stalls along this side of this road. This space along the road is used mostly by bikers and runners. This would take
away the safe area that bikers have to ride their bikes. This is already a very crowded space and adding parking spaces
would be a terrible choice and would add to the safety concerns that we already experience in Kirkland. This idea is a
significant liability concern, and does not offer a safe option.
This makes the least sense since we witness several people use this street to jog, walk strollers...events and in the summer
with all the extra traffic and boat trailers which spill into the street..the would be very unsafe unless you plan to widen the
street. and it only provides a small amount of spaces.
The Waverly option is VERY unsafe and a liability to the city.
"Thoughts & Concerns About Additional Parking on Waverly Way I feel this is a very bad idea and will only add to more
traffic congestion on Waverly Way. Accident Waiting to Happen
Many drivers of cars and motorcycles
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-

-

come off Market Street onto Waverly Way at a high rate of speed. Many of these drivers are trying to avoid the traffic
backups on Market Street. Adding more parking on the lake side of Waverly Way will greatly increase the danger of
someone getting out of their car and being hit by one of these fast and reckless drivers. The chances of an accident or
death will be greatly increased after dark due to many people having had too many drinks downtown and being somewhat
incapacitated as they stagger down Waverly Way trying to find their car.
A steep hill on the 100 block of Waverly Way will make vehicle disembarkation dangerous, especially for the disabled and
families with stollers. (Email to staff 2/24/15)
Accident Waiting to Happen: Many drivers of cars and motorcycles come off Market Street onto Waverly Way at a high rate
of speed. Many of these drivers are trying to avoid the traffic backups on Market Street. Adding more parking on the lake
side of Waverly Way will greatly increase the danger of someone getting out of their car and being hit by one of these fast
and reckless drivers. The chances of an accident or death will be greatly increased after dark, especially during the summer,
when many people, having had too many drinks downtown, are somewhat incapacitated as they stagger down Waverly
Way trying to find their car. (email to staff 2/26/15)
Home Security Issues
Narrow Street
With street parking on one side it is already dangerous for residents backing out of driveways. With additional parking on
the other side of the street it would make it more difficult and dangerous
It is a heavy Pedestrian and Bike round
Pedestrians cross street to us sidewalk. Additional parked cars would make it difficult
High Pedestrian Traffic
Narrow road
Hillside Challenge
Safety concerns

Narrow Road
-

Homeowners don’t have driveways and park on the street

Traffic Challenges
-

-

-

This seems like it has potential to make traffic around those already slightly confusing intersections more confusing, but
maybe 25 stalls wouldn't have much impact.
Again, exiting onto Market can be challenging so should also be a consideration.
Difficulty in exiting to Market street from the west of market area where some additional parking is being considered
Again bad idea! At present, the way that the parking facing east on Waverly would be accessed is to travel directly through
a residential area. Down either 5th or 7th West and down 2nd or 3d. Please keep in mind that after the 25 spaces are full,
traffic will still be driving through the neighborhood looking for parking. This in effect will direct drivers into our residential
area West Of Market. Not to mention the increased danger of frequently speeding drivers onto our streets. Seems like a lot
of potential trouble for 25 spaces.
Terrible idea, very narrow, cars enter too fast off Market street, long fall down, congested area with pedestrians etc.
Totally unacceptable! Where would you find the room? The City is already negligent in maintaining the weed trees and
bushes which are growing so tall that they are ruining the beautiful view! Also it would devalue the neighborhood. This
valuable area of Kirkland should NOT be made to look like a parking lot. There is SO MUCH litter from transients! As it stands
there are too many vehicles during the summertime parking illegally and diminishing the appearance of the neighborhood!
This is currently one of the nicest looking neighborhoods that Kirkland has - don't make it worse than it already is - PLEASE!
Strongly opposed to this option. There is already significant available parking on this street. Only infrequent demand would
benefit. People already drive much too fast on this street and adding parking on the other side would increase traffic,
speeds, and dangerous traffic to an area enjoyed by many walkers and park users.
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-

Two sided parking would increase traffic and traffic jams and make commuting from homes more difficult. (Email to staff
2/24/15)
Do not want increased traffic on our street by thinking of additional west side parking. Clearly, employees of several
businesses park in the park all day. Even in the rain with no one in the park, the parking stalls are half full. Why not put a
time limit on the park parking and leave the street parking as is. There should only be parking on the east side of Waverly
Way. Market Street parking is like a park and ride. The same cars park every weekday and ride the bus and take up all the
merchant parking and customer parking for the entire day. If you want to do something about that just put time limits on
it. (Email to staff)

Not close enough to downtown
-

-

Waverly Way isn't even near downtown. Why is this option on the list? Are we expecting visitors to downtown to walk this
far, and up a hill?
There is already public parking space along Waverly Way. These spaces are only full during the busy summer weekends.
They spaces are not used 90% of the year because it is too far from downtown to provide relief. This area would NOT be a
natural area for those wanting to park downtown.
This option shouldn't even be on the list, as it's not close enough to downtown. Do you really expect to walk a half mile from
their car to Hectors??
Rather far from town, and not likely to be used by quick visitors into the city.
A little off of the beaten path, but probably a good option for those who use the park and boat launch
Ok option for recreational users (dog walkers, joggers, etc). Those coming into downtown for lunch, dinner, coffee meeting,
shopping are not going to park that far away.
this sounds like it would only benefit people going to the park and that immediate neighborhood
Good idea, but again without knowing the cost it is hard to determine if I agree with it.
Waverly way is too far away (2/13 meeting with stakeholder)
Waverly way is actually further away from downtown, with similar elevation gain from the south side of City Hall (email to
staff 1/5)
Too far away for downtown customers – people won’t park and run down for apt or errand
Too far away – 8 minutes to sur la table which is the closest business
Affects Character of Park
-

This is a signature park and it should be seen and not hidden by cars.

With the improvements needed it is not a low cost option
-

Cost was changed on survey after draft study came out
Mitigation would increase cost of solution

3.

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?

4.
-

What other information would be helpful in considering this option?
Does Parks enforce who parks in the parking lot?

5.

Additional Ideas related to the option

Better signage and expand parking in Heritage Park
-

There is capacity in Heritage Park but no signage. Counter: when there is nice weather after 4pm it is full.
Tennis court Parking is not used.
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-

Need additional no parking on street by Tennis Court
o for pedestrians to see traffic
Could you expand parking in the Heritage Park lot by cutting into the embankment?

Option 4: Increased Supply - Shared use with private parking
1.
-

-

How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?
This should be done immediately if the stalls are located downtown. I believe those needing the parking would happily pay
for the cost of parking in privately held stalls. This is a much better option than pushing the parking options out into the
residential areas of Kirkland.
As long as the parking is in the business district, why not?
I think it's a great idea to expand parking stall use under many scenarios. This sounds like another good idea.
Yes - this should be the top priority. Saying the cost is "high" seems wrong. What costs? The focus should be on smart
incentives for developers to add shared or public parking.
If there is current underutilization during peak times of these stalls, this should definitely be pursued.
the cost of NOT having parking downtown Kirkland is higher. Look at all the "For Lease" signs in the windows
New property owners should be required to add public parking with building permits
Excellent idea! Why is the cost high?
Yes. Let incentivize developers to add more parking capacity to downtown. Kirkland is a vibrant market for development
and I don't believe our city council or planners are requiring these new developers to contribute to our city's infrastructure,
as is commonplace in other municipalities. Instead, the residents and business owners are stuck with the burden of school
overcrowding, traffic congestion, intersection failures and...insufficient parking, which are becoming the hallmarks of our
new, denser Kirkland.
Private lot owners in the crowded downtown area need to contribute to the community's needs by providing open parking in
at least part of their property. If they wish to charge a bit to anyone who is not a resident/patron/whatever that is fine but
space is at a premium. Opening parking to the general public would demonstrate that they value Kirkland residents. Plus
some of the attendants are threatening and rude. A friend of mine parked in Hector's lot for lunch but had to leave before
being seated due to an emergency call from her child's school. The lot attendant started screaming at her to "never come
back, I got your plate number!" and she is a Kirkland resident too.
Yes, this should be done. Particularly with Park Place redevelopment. Get agreement to put paid city parking in their lots,
allowing them to build more underground parking if required. Park Place should be a very transit, walk, bike oriented
development so please do not force them to build a bunch of parking that will not get used. Instead the development should
be built to encourage car-lite and car-free people to live there and provide great options for getting there by bike from the
CKC and other directions.
We need to explore all options, as far as I'm concerned I would be willing to fund through taxes alternative parking projects
When the opportunity presents

2.

What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?

-

-

-

-

-

-Can we ensure Antique Mall parking supply stays? (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
The city should not pay for parking in private garages, but should encourage private owners to open up their excess parking
for paid public use. I would support the city providing wayfinding signage for private garages available to the public.
I believe this would be expensive and difficult to arrange. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
sure
Downtown Kirkland is mostly a social gathering destination (meet up for food) - long term parking is only necessary for
employees. If it becomes too difficult to park, visitors will choose to meet in Bellevue where plenty of options and parking
exist.
I prefer public parking or transit growth
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-

This should be investigated but it will be complicated and expensive, as well as possibly confusing for those seeking public
parking.
Not acceptable!
This is not a viable option.

3.
-

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?
Zoning set back requirements is preventing redevelopment in downtown (downtown merchant)
Let the antique mall have an extra floor to have more parking (downtown merchant )

4.

What other information would be helpful in considering this option?
Why is this option "High" cost? It should be accurately labelled as "No Cost" as it involves partnering with the developers to
build shared parking. Specifically, Park Place and the Antique Mall are once-in-a-generation opportunities to add significant
public parking in downtown. It appears the City is trying to bias against this option by labelling it "high cost" when there
don't appear to be any actual costs involved.
Not sure why the cost is high? This scenario is highly problematic. Ask the property owners how many of the ALREADY have
parking agreements to serve employees downtown. Many probably do, the City just doesn't know it.
Need more information
I would need to know more about locations. Worth investigating.
I am not sure how this would work and without more information I am not in favor of it.
For example, where? Not enough info here to provide feedback
Perhaps. Depends on cost. However, we should not be requiring excessive parking minimums in order to turn around and
ask for shared use afterwards.
Monitor Existing requirements of developments
o What are these current requirements and how are they being used?
o Better coordination between City and Development parking of monitoring and utilizing spaces
Heathman parks employees in library instead of their garage
Bank of America/101 building has 40 spaces that could be better utilized
Should new developments have to pay for existing parking problem
Ask private parking management companies what their occupancy trends are
Can we give incentives to property owners to turn buildings into increased

-

-

-

5.

With development agreements, don’t only make parking a requirement but have regulations that make employees of that
development required to park there. Businesses need to supply enough parking at their location for employees and
customers
Heathman hotel has parking but employees take up space in Library garage.
How can be partner with Sound Transit for Park and Ride capacity?
How is right size parking regulations being monitored?
Find of more on current parking supply and how to maximize
Microsoft Leases in downtown
There needs to be better coordination and partnerships between developments and City to address the problem.
o Planning commission discouraging Talon to have as much parking as they proposed
Parking revenue needs to go to additional parking

Additional Ideas related to the option

Faith Base Parking Lots
-

Faith base groups and businesses have parking available. There is supply which should be coordinated with parking owners to let
parkers know space is available (City Council Comment).
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-

Church parking is too far away (2/13 meeting with Stakeholder )
Like the suggestion for more efficient use of Church parking lots (email to council 1/4/15)
One suggestion has been to contact churches in the area and discuss options of using these underutilized parking areas during
non-religious times
Faith Base
o What’s the cost
o Some are used for tent City of Kirkland
o Lots are too far away – in the “spillover”zones
o There would need to be better enforcement of employees
Direct employees/commuters to shared use options
To address the employee parking start with the biggest employees to find off site parking.

Existing Private Parking Lots
-

Use of Microsoft lot on after hours/weekends (Council Comment ),
Make office parking lots pay parking lots at night
Pilot leases with existing developments to see how it could best be used and promoted
Create partnerships unique based on each development

New Developers
-

-

-

-

Park and Main/Antique Mall and Parkplace (1/6Council Comment ),
Partner with developers to include some public parking in anything built in Downtown (email to council 1/1)
Development of Park Place office a unique opportunity to provide convenient parking of the businesses and customers of the new
park place (email to staff and council 11/25)
Transition the tenants of 434 Kirkland Way to the New Park Place and increase the size of the footprint and associated
development and parking of the New Park Place (email to staff and council 11/25)
Incentives for Park Place and the Antique Mall locations to add public Parking for “once in a generation” opportunities to add a
healthy supply of off-street parking to downtown (email to staff and council 11/24)
Work with new developers to build public parking.
Much more emphasis needs to be placed on the once-in-a-generation opportunities created by the development of Park Place
and the Antique Mall. By providing appropriate incentives to the developers of these properties, a significant number of
public/shared parking spaces could be created. This would be a lasting legacy of the current City Council and City Manager, and
something future Kirklanders will be thankful for.
Require the developers to share in minimizing their impact to our infrastructure and for those in the downtown area to add to
the public parking supply.
Don't miss out on the opportunity to influence the Park Place development, to add shared or public parking!!
General unease about how Parkplace redevelopment will affect density and parking options.
I think new construction should require adequate parking. Some parking issues are created by residents needing additional
parking. I know some of this is a push for use of transit, but unless you restrict the ownership of vehicles, all that happens is
pushing parking out to public areas. If you want to build less parking for residents, perhaps actual vehicle limitations should be
in the lease or condo rules.
I hope whatever development is coming to Park Place will include a significant parking structure.
Partnership with Talon on increasing parking Supply at Park Place
o Would it be used
o Who should pay for the increased supply
New Developments
o City should invest in floors of parking in new developments
o Dig under the Antique mall and tunnel under the city owned streets – may have infrastructure challenges
o Needs to be okay for the City to spend money on parking solutions
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The concept of the city providing free parking is outdated
Businesses and development should share the cost of parking
Systems for individual parkers to pay for parking in shared environment instead of the City of Kirkland
Right Size Parking – reducing parking in park and ride zone does not work. Need to increase the amount of public parking
The city should have purchased the antique mall. Would have been the best location for a large supply of parking.

Option 5: Improved Operations - Pay Parking

1.

How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?

People will pay for in demand parking
-

-

-

-

-

-

Any place where parking is this heavily used has parking that is too cheap. Land in downtown Kirkland is highly valuable. If
people really want their cars to be that convenient, they need to pay for it, and the cost needs to be high enough that there is
always space available.
Yes, this is the right approach for the city to take and is really the only fiscally responsible option. Of course when you ask
voters: "Do you want parking to be free or cost money", most people will say free and complain if you suggest charging for it.
And businesses will say the sky will fall and they will go out of business if their customers have to pay for parking. But downtown
Kirkland is a desirable destination that will not be harmed (neither the public spaces nor the private businesses) by paid parking
everywhere, including on street. There are many many more examples of successful transitions by cities from free to paid
parking. Failures are tough to find. The city should do this (and not just because I never park a car downtown so I don't want
to subsidize those that do if the city builds more free parking).
Those visiting downtown will be willing to pay to park and fund additional spaces from private locations or by building a
lot/garage.
Parking downtown is too cheap. This is obvious because it is full.
The days where it makes sense for Kirkland downtown to have free parking are long gone. The city should have switched to
charging for all city parking spots years ago. Gas prices are low right now. Great time to talk about adding a bit of extra cost
to people who want to drive downtown.
Keep considering it.
I would support a study. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
Probably necessary -- no one likes to pay, but if it keeps people moving and opens up spaces, sure
Kirkland's welcome mat is already tarnished with the parking enforcer's ticketing reputation and policies enforced. It says - we
don't want you to be here long!
Charging for on-street parking in high-demand areas is critical. We should not consider any further public provision of parking
without getting this right. Many on-street spots are more popular than the city lots. It's completely backwards that we don't
charge for them. As for the other city lots, that should be demand-driven. If you're over 85% occupancy, you need to be charging
(or charging more if there is a current fee).
I would be fine with changing downtown street parking to pay parking. It would give people the flexibility to park downtown for
longer periods of time if they need to, plus it would encourage more busing and walking. One downside - it might push more people
to park in nearby residential neighborhoods.
Good!
Good idea
Good. If the demand is high enough, then Kirkland needs paid parking in it's downtown core.
Yes! Institute pay parking as a disincentive for driving only habits, we all need to use more public transportation
Are we sure people aren’t willing to pay to park? (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
The report takes a very timid approach with respect to paid parking, particularly on street. Many of the most desirable parking
spots in town are free on-street locations. Prices should be highest in the most in-demand spots… Charges would mean that
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parking would be available for those who are unwilling or unable to walk further. Today, it’s a random lottery with far to much
cruising for parking…(1/4/15 Citizen email to Council)
Look at metered parking downtown instead of free parking (1/6 Council Comment )
Pay parking is needed and would help the problem. A 2008 retail consultant said pay parking is needed to create turnover.
Lake and Central needs to be pay parking all day (2/13 meeting)
Why is pay parking a problem – Merchants can use parking tokens as validation (Downtown Merchant)
$1 an hour is not expense (Downtown Merchant)
There is not much privately provided public parking in Kirkland. It’s because the City gives away so much parking for free (Kviews
comment)
I’m strongly in favor of using pay parking. (email to staff 2/27/15)
2.

What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?

Free Parking is needed to attract shoppers and businesses
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unlimited free parking is important to Kirkland shoppers.
I grew up in a city where the malls offered free parking. This act of hospitality was so profound that it destroyed the shopping
areas where paid parking was required. I think that Kirkland will attract more business if it keeps parking as free as possible. I
know that it is a revenue stream, but I avoid most shopping in Bellevue and Seattle where I have to pay to park. And it's not at
all about the money for me. It's about convenience, and in Seattle, about safety. I don't like arriving and then having to fuss
about getting out cash or a credit card, going to the pay stations, dealing with a machine that more often than not has function
issues, returning to my car with the slip, etc. Keep Kirkland Convenient! And you'll have more stable businesses and more tax
from them if they have a steady stream of happy visitors to Kirkland.
we don't need more pay parking. The shoppers will go to Bellevue where it is FREE
Parking issues are already an issue for visiting Kirkland. If I couldn't find free parking, I doubt I'd ever go there.
I'm opposed to pay parking because it further penalizes Kirkland businesses, which are already struggling to compete with other
more "full service" nearby shopping districts that offer not only a wider range of stores and businesses, but have free parking
(Redmond and Bellevue).
I will never pay to park on a downtown street. If that means the local businesses suffer, so be it. If I want a cup of coffee or a
meal, there are many more choices with free parking. Sure, you can reduce demand by forcing people to pay. You might as well
just kill half the people in Kirkland - that would reduce demand too!
Free unlimited parking is important to Kirkland shoppers. They can feel free to follow their interests, walk through the Downtown
shops, stop for lunch or diner, etc., if they do not have to worry about getting an expensive ticket for exceeding parking time
limits or having to pay for potentially unnecessary parking time just-in-case they stay longer than expected.
I would prefer fewer pay for parking options.
I guess I don't often try to get to town during hours of peak demand. I must admit that paying for parking would really
discourage me from visiting businesses casually. Seems like it might also push people further into residential streets or abusing
free parking elsewhere.
I would do business elsewhere rather than pay for parking in some of the areas during the day.
Honestly, as a Kirkland taxpaying resident, I really, really resent the paid parking downtown. I think it is confusing and
inconsistent. (The marina lot is free until 5pm, the lot by the antique mall you pay until 9pm...or something like that). So I have
to pay $1 to park and ship a box through UPS. Does the impact of the $1 break the bank. No. Does paid parking create more
efficient parking. No. People park where they can, when they can. Time limits are the sole factor to influence turnover. Sure the
city likes the parking revenue, but please do not imply that paid parking helps turnover. Paid parking just hurts your businesses.
Free parking is a witness of welcome and hospitality
Free to the public Adequate to support Kirkland businesses. Available to people who work in Kirkland as well as customers.
Accessable to people with mobility problems (avoid hills or long walking distances. Well lit for nighttime security. Easy access
and exit. Close to businesses. Unlimited time for people to enjoy the city, take a cruise, etc. No meter maids. Consider larger
parking garages in Downtown. (I can always find parking at Bel-Square and Alderwood Mall).
parking is free at the mall! that's an unfair burden to downtown shops
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-

By putting in pay parking I'm sure there would be even fewer shoppers coming to Kirkland! This option makes no sense at all! I
will not ship here at all if I have to pay for parking! Also, parking has never been a problem for me here day or night! I completely
don't understand why anyone would complain. Seattle is the place with a parking problem, NOT Kirkland!
We’re competing against free parking at Bellevue Square and other local shopping areas. Is there technology that allows free
parking for the first 30 minutes (for example)? (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Love free parking. (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Other cities have better shopping options in terms of variety and costs, so if we want to encourage people to shop here, pay
parking hurts Kirkland (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Most people only need short-time parking. (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Pay parking is taboo in Kirkland (Chamber Comment)
Would pay parking turnover come at a cost where visitors leave sooner than they would otherwise or cause them not to come at
all (email to council jan 2)
Adjacent cities have abundant free parking- Kirkland must be considered in the suburban context not in relation to urban cities
(email to council jan 2)
Parkplace is proposing that their retail parking will be free. Assuming that is the case, having free parking a few blocks away
from the downtown core for that retail experience and then having pay parking downtown, causes us to compete with ourselves
(email to council jan 2)
It wouldn’t change parking habits or needs

-

I don't believe this would change the parking habits or need for parking.
Increasing paid parking will not necessarily increase the amount of parking available.
I don't understand how this measure will solve the parking supply issue
The issue is that there is not enough capacity, moving and charging differently does not deal wit the central issue of not enough
parking.
Increase demand in other areas

-

This will increase demand too much in non-pay areas.
This is going to force day long parkers in the residential streets - which makes no sense if there's not demand during the day
downtown for short term parking. Balance it, is ok. Push all long term parking onto surface streets - not ok, I may as well live in
Capitol Hill. There had better be a substantial reduction in my property tax if the City wants to offset parking investment this
way.
3.

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?

4.

What other information would be helpful in considering this option?

-If Parkplace is free but downtown is pay, will people avoid downtown in favor of Parkplace? How do other cities handle this
dichotomy? (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
-

Why is pay parking at night – for restaurant turnover
Monitoring is difficult with free parking. How can permit parking be implemented to achieve desired results.
Library garage is paid off – where is investment going to?
What is the impact on spillover? Permit parking in neighborhoods could address this?
What models can we study, did the Consultant propose options or best practices? Answer: There is a set of tools but not
one best practice option.
If Park place has free retail parking and the city has paid parking will we be competing with ourselves.
Business Perceptive
o Residents want free parking but business want turnover
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o
o
5.

Some metered parking is needed
Would help control employee parking

Additional Ideas related to the option

Resident Exemption
-

One thing you could do is issue Kirkland residents a hang tag for their rear-view mirrors. Then you can put in all the pay
parking you want as long as you exempt local residents, identified by the hang tags. That way as tourist parking demands
increase, revenue will increase but local businesses would suffer much less. In general, as I'm sure you know, pay parking is
very bad for businesses.

Consistent Pricing
-

If the city is looking to turn more paid parking, they should make the terms consistent from lot to lot.
Pay station need to be better marked

Merchant Validation of Parking
-

Validation of Parking (1/6 Council Comment)
Pay parking, even to the extent that we have it now, would be better perceived if there was a parking validation program
downtown for shoppers and diners. (email to council jan 2)
Expanding pay parking, but with the potential of coverage (validation) by local merchants makes some sense.

Make paying more convenient
-

-

Decrease amount of time it takes to pay, using monthly passes, coupon books, pay by space vs. pay and display, and
especially use technology rather than credit cards and coins (1/6 Council Comment),
Quick suggestion: I was parking at Marina Park the other evening, and found myself standing behind an older gentleman
who was trying to get the parking purchase machine to work (the instructions about which way the magnetic strip is
supposed to face are incorrect, incidentally). It was raining, and we all were getting wet while I helped him. Seattle uses
www.paybyphone.com for its parking, which is much more convenient than waiting in line in the rain for the
machine. They charge an extra 35 cents or whatever, which is well worth it. It would be great if Kirkland could do the same
thing. Thanks for reading this. (Email to staff 2/16/15)
Parking and Security Management Software Solution www.ops-com.com (Email to staff 2/20/15)

Pay parking should fund a garage
-

Kirkland shouldn't go the downtown Seattle path... if we expand paid parking it should be in a parking structure, not
expanding pay stations on street parking
While I'm generally in favor of pay for parking but know that it has mixed effects on urban settings. I think on-street pay
stations are a good model, far better than parking meters. I think lots of people are used to them in other cities, such as
Seattle, However, I think it might get in the way of some people coming downtown. An alternative: I lived in Salem,
Oregon a number of years ago when they decided to improve the downtown business district by providing more free
parking. They developed two parking facilities. One was a parking garage very near the center of down town. The other
was a gravel lot a couple of blocks away from the center of town that was free for permitted employees of public and
private employers in the downtown area. This provided lots of parking for each and really supported a robust development.
Another alternative for paid parking is technology that allows people to pay with their smart phones. Years ago, I observed
this method in Tallinn, Estonia. The people seemed comfortable with it and there was no need to build on site ticket stations
or parking meters.
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I do believe adding more pay-to park meters is a good idea if this idea funds a parking garage or additional spaces.
If you want to satisfy the demand for parking, build a parking garage. It can be free, paid, or otherwise. But businesses
need parking for their customers, and the City should be able to provide that within the Business District that those
businesses serve.

Pay Parking should reflect demand
-

-

-

I think it is reasonable to adjust the hours and/or add pay stations to support more parking availability. Please make signage
clear, though, so each vehicle's driver is clear about the requirements. Pay stations for numbered spaces seem to work well. An
option to extend time by 30-60 minutes using a phone app or similar would be ideal. Sometimes service is slow or there is a long
wait to be seated at a restaurant so a hard limit might not work. Especially on weekend evenings.
Parking in Kirkland is seasonal. The plan needs to reflect that.
Pay parking needs to reflect the seasonality of Kirkland. Demand varies dramatically between summer and winter, and the pay
parking strategy should reflect that.
Free unlimited street parking. Residents should have minimum off-street parking provisions. Replace meter maids with a
downtown bus service.
The money generated from paid parking downtown should be required to stay downtown. e.g. paying for downtown amenities
other than parking like benches, bike racks, park improvements, even public concerts.
add meters to on street parking, institute penalties for move to evade
Meters - I feel that Single Space Meters are far preferable to multispace pay stations, and it appears that their purchase price
would be even cheaper on a per space basis. SSM's can be used to selectively put a few meters in one block, or even just a single
meter. I have previously advocated for "One Metered Space Per Block" as a way to introduce a small amount of pay parking
spread evenly through the downtown. I can provide details on that concept if there is interest. (Email to staff)
Balance between creating turnover vs people going to another neighborhood?
Time limits create challenges for certain experiences that may take longer
Shoppers will Pay
No pay before 5pm
Pay lots and frees streets
Increased pay parking in downtown would increase spill over into neighborhoods
Why is the City afraid of pay parking – what is the big deal.
Would pay parking increase Spillover
It should be pay during high demand periods
New supply should be pay parking
$1 an hour is reasonable to pay
Need to have pay parking on streets – single space meters
When increased parking supply downtown need to implement the Residential permit zone.
Look at past parking study on Pay parking
Last time pay was implemented the quality of downtown locations dropped
Need to get the landlord and tenets into the conversation

Option 6: Improved Operations - Branding and Marketing/Communications
-

1. How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?
This could be very helpful to visitors, and give Kirkland a more advanced feel than it currently has for shopping and
infrastructure. Ease of use draws folks to a town, and this could add to ours.
This could really help people understand where they can park. It can be VERY confusing for visitors to find parking.
Great idea. It would help people find existing and new parking. I've noticed unused spaces in existing parking garages that
people did not appear to know about.
It seems likely that increasing the visibility could reduce people driving around confused.
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-

YES
Improve signage
I support this option. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
Clear communication is always good. In our family, we are frustrated with not understanding the options and often paying on
average $70/month in parking fines. It's unfortunate this has become a regular budget item.
Seems harmless, but I don't see this helping much. Needs to be simple.
worth a try
This is a good idea. Better signage should reduce frustration.
Good idea
agree, essential. most visitors don't know the library parking exists.
I support
B
Yes, clarity always helps, more downtown garages, well marked and directed to will ease demand because supply is more
obvious
People don’t know they have to pay in the Antique Mall – can there be better signage and marked stalls so people don’t have to
go back to their car (Downtown Merchant)
$1 an hour is not expense – a big attractive sign stating its only $1 would help. (Downtown Merchant)
Better education of number of parking stalls to help change perception that there is never any parking (Merchant meeting)
We more attention to detail at the windshield level – The antique mall doesn’t advertise public parking and you can’t see the
public parking sign as you drive in to Merrill gardens – both signs have remained the same for a year (1/4 email to council)
I have no expertise in marketing vs signage vs whatever else, but I agree with improvements in communication in general.
(email to staff 2/27/15)
I agree that a lot of frustration with parking is from the experience of driving to a particular spot and then discovering it is
full. This circling around also contributes to the traffic unpleasantness in downtown. So better communication about available
spots (or even better the current price of spots) would almost entirely be a good thing. (There’s still the negative that anything
done to make parking easier will encourage more of it, counter to walkability goals, but I would concede that this kind of
efficiency is _far_ better than doing things like increasing capacity in every corner of downtown. As such, it’s kind of misleading
to talk about these improvements leading to a “greener city” when it’s far less sustainable than not driving and parking.) (email
to staff 2/27/15)
The signage needs to be taller and easier for those who are NOT familiar with downtown to where parking is available. (Kviews
comment)
Difficult to find parking, not enough signage to locate parking. (Kviews comment)
I think the signs are a step in the right direction but more advertising needs to be done. (Kviews comment)
You can park FREE for four hours in the library garage, which is only a stone’s throw from the heart of downtown. Perhaps the
city and downtown businesses need to do a better job of publicizing this. (Kviews comment)
Certainly anyone who lives outside of Kirkland (or at least downtown Kirkland) may not be familiar with where the public
library is and the free parking along with the availability at the marina. Forget about the different parking guidelines for each.
You would need a cheat sheet to keep up with it. (Kviews comment)
People don’t know where to park
Big Branded Signage is needed for all lots

-

2.

What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?

Helpful but can be done inexpensively
-

What opportunities are there to use standard brand/signage for City-Owned and private owned lots (1/6 Council Comment),
The brand and visual package are just fine. Please don't spend more money on a new brand. Just put up more signs with the
current brand.
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-

-

Yes this should be done, but don't spend a bunch of money on consultants. Just look at other cities to see what they have done.
Parking that people cannot find us useless. Adequate signage would help. Still, who wants to spend the day driving around town
looking for parking that is already full? Maybe just post signage telling people that Kirkland does not appreciate people who
still drive cars, and if they insist on driving cars they should take their business elsewhere.
It's as basic as adding parking signage that helps drivers find public parking options. I live in Kirkland and I can find parking
because I know where the lots are. Add signs to help visitors. This seems like a no brainer that the City should do immediately.
I think too much time is spent on branding. I do think some common sense should be applied to signage. Current signage in
Kirkland can be confusing.
Sounds like a boondoggle. I'm sure something like this would help visitors find parking areas. I don't think it will have any
positive effect on the availability of parking stalls. Adding parking stalls, (full size, not compact, please) is the only thing that will
positively impact parking availability downtown. Residents and merchant clients will know where to park, with or without signs.
unnecessary expense. Invest in new parking places, not fancy signage and branding
There should be standard signage so it's obvious where to park. We don't need to go overboard with it, though, and create cutesy
logos, commercials, or mascots.
Quick implementation of signage – A professional should be able to come in and do it quick and inexpensively

Won’t help the problem
-

-

Seems like a waste of time and won't increase the amount of parking available.
Not a good ROI for a city the size of Kirkland. If we charge dynamic market-rates for street parking it will not be hard to find
parking at all. So that option completely saves the money we would spend on this option.
Waste of Time, Energy, and Money.
Somewhat silly - to continue further studies and marketing - when you build the Parking, they will come.. it's not like Kirkland is
so large that people will get lost in the CBD. People will find parking...
Not worth spending money on this idea. I don't see how this provides additional parking or relief.
I don't think the City should spend much money developing a "Brand"... just get some simple signs pointing to parking. And if
you build a parking garage, don't you think it would be pretty obvious where the parking is?
(A) is described in terms too abstruse for my comprehension. Way too many specialized buzzwords. I thought in my ignorance
that branding was something you do to cattle. "Wayfinding"? Isn't that what street names and addresses are for? And how does
communication get a single additional parking space? And I don't think consistency among parking signs is worth spending a
penny on, if that's what (B) is about)
Branding sounds great, ie., KEEPING KIRKLAND KONVENIENT
This sounds like 'consultant speak' for a feel-good project that accomplishes nothing. This does nothing to alleviate parking
shortages, and as presented appears to be a waste of my tax dollars
Isn't this already done? I find downtown to have too many parking signs that have created sign confusion about parking.
I REALLY DON'T find parking a problem here. The extra signage would probably drive more people into Bellevue and Redmond!
3.

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?

-

4. What other information would be helpful in considering this option?
I would like to see a cost/benefit study on this before I would spend a lot of money.
I don't get this.
I don't understand how this measure will solve the parking supply issue

-

5. Additional Ideas related to the option
Part of the brand should be "our employees are not parked here."

Antique Mall Signage
-

Difficult to know it is public parking
Before measurement and after signage measurement to see how much it works
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Construction workers are taking up spaces in lots
Antique Mall is not clearly signed as pay public parking. Pay station is hard to find

Better Signage
-

Better/Consistent signage needed. Generic Signs are $150
Make atheistically pleasing signage

Case Study/Creative Solutions
-

Whatsap Video from Korea of balloon showing available parking – S Oil Here Ballow
Look at other towns as case study/examples – Port Townsend
Make sure solutions will work before implementing

Better Pedestrian Connectivity
-

Better Walking connectivity between parking locations

Distribute Parking Brochures to businesses – merchant meeting
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Option 7: Improved Operations - Wayfinding/Dynamic Signage and Sensors
1.
-

-

-

Time spent looking for a parking place takes away from time spent shopping- support of technology that shows available
parking. Signage is important so that people know about all parking options. Some places are poorly signed, so people don’t
know they’re legal. (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Its hard to know the layout of all the parking lots. How can we work with public and private lots to show where all the parking is
located. (2/13 meeting)
The reader board would be updated dynamically to reflect available spots in this lot.
This could reduce the frustration and mindless circling (where people do not pay attention to other cars and pedestrians while
they are focused on finding parking).
We will need this eventually. Plan for it.
I support this option. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
This we should certainly do. (If nothing else, it will stop the whining about not enough parking as people drive past the sign that
says "50 spots here"). But if people are more confident about entering an unfamiliar garage, that has to drive some efficiencies
in utilization.
worth a try
In the long term, this would be ideal. I find these signs incredibly useful in the Bellevue Square parking garage and other parking
places that use these digital parking signs.
Knowing where parking was full and where it wasn't would be very helpful and save time/emissions from driving around looking
for spaces in full lots.
. And where to park needs to be more obvious-- simple signs could do the trick. Many people might not know they can park at
City Hall on the weekends either.
Agree, essential for more effective flow in summer.
support

2.
-

-

How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?

What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?

Seems like a waste of money and still does not address the short/long term need for additional spaces.
This is cute, artsy downtown Kirkland. Not an airport. We really shouldn't have the overhead for Wayfinding or Dynamic
Signage and Sensors in downtown Kirkland. Sounds obnoxious and expensive.
Too expensive to make much of an impact.
Ridiculous use of public money. First charge for all parking. Until the city does that, this is not a fiscally responsible option. If
charging market rates for parking everywhere still leaves us with a parking problem, then we can explore these options.
Same comment as before - Kirkland isn't Gotham or a mega metropolis that is difficult to navigate... people will find parking.
Why does Govt and leadership make things so complicated... space is infinite, parking is finite.. we have boundaries and parking
isn't worth anything with out a business to visit. Parking should be on a 2-3 stalls per 1000 of space - Business and retail have
different needs... study that then calculate based on the finite space Kirkland has for parking - revisit study every 5 years
thereafter..
This works in a small area (e.g. SeaTac parking), but may be of limited value in a large area like Kirkland.
I'm skeptical about this one. I've often seen signs that say a lot is full when in fact it isn't, so people may be inclined to ignore the
signs. I'd be more inclined to support onsite signs vs. remote signs.
I like the idea of increasing efficiency of finding a stall, but if cost is high I'd likely put my dollars elsewhere. I like this better than
paying private owners for more stalls at a high cost.
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Unless much more parking is being added, I can't see the need for dynamic signage. The number of spaces in each lot is quite
small compared to bigger cities. Are you really going to say 2 spots available on Waverly, 2 on lake, 25 in the library garage,
etc.? Especially when parking rules in all these places varies.
Not sure how necessary this is. I would rather focus on a parking structure.
don't bother. Invest in new parking places, not fancy signs
Don't over complicate a simple problem.
Not in favor of due to the cost.
Wasteful use of tax dollars. We don't need a nanny to help us find an open slot. We need more open slots.
No. This is just more manmade garbage and more unnecessary visual distractions to clutter up the already somewhat
claustrophobic-feeling downtown area.
This would be an unnecessary expense. How about improving the roads! They are too bumpy!

3.
-

-

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?
If you're going to do this, you should also be able to do dynamic pricing of the parking that is available.
This only makes sense if there is actually adequate parking available. It would still be frustrating to drive around town only
to find that all of the parking lots were full.
When the property south of City Hall is turned into a parking lot, it makes sense to have a reader board in downtown
informing visitors that there are ~100 parking spots available in this new lot.
Ok for large parking garages

4.

What other information would be helpful in considering this option?

-

-

would like to see a cost/benefit study.
Sounds interesting. I would like to understand the technology a bit better
5.
-

-

-

Additional Ideas related to the option
Video-based sensing, use wireless technology to save money, (1/6 Council Comment)
Its good to work now with future private parking developments like Parkplace to plan for coordinated branding. Like
technology approach but need to see costs for each option (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Businesses need to educate their customers on private underground parking options (2/13 meeting)

Parking Enforcement cameras should be able to pick up the spaces available and the Parking Enforcement should act more as a
concierges of informing people where to park instead of only giving tickets
Ask me about Parking in Kirkland signs for Businesses

-
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Option 8: Improve operations at the library
1.

How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?

Benefits
-

-

-

-

-

Elevator needs to be cleaned at least once a week. (Downtown Merchant)
Maintenance of library lot is awful – the city needs to be responsible for a public place (Downtown Merchant)
Library garage was dark, creepy and felt unsafe to me. The lighting needs to be brighter. The City of Kirkland should provide
adequate lighting in and around public buildings and walkways to assure the safety of all your citizens (Email to Council 2/8)
this offers additional parking spaces at the time of day when demand is high.
signs are cheap. Losing business customers because the City won't build adequate business parking the business district is
expensive, in the short term and in the long term.
Again, terribly worded. If you mean should the spots in the garage which employees park in during the day be available to the
general public at night, then of course. As for maintenance, I have no idea what you are describing, sorry.
Yes, have as much multi-use spaces designated by times as possible. All stalls should be available at all times, either to staff
during business hours, and then to all others during off times.
I agree, it is not well maintained space so don't feel comfortable using it plus it is not clear when you can park there in the
evenings.
Yes this should definitely be done.
Absolutely a good idea. This is a core parking location, and should draw well.
women will NOT park in parking garages..they have seen to many movies where something happens in the parking garage.
Don't build underground parking they won't use it.
The signs there are horrible. Also many of those same spots are empty on the weekend and frustrating to come across.
Yes, fix the sinage
Signage improvements are a GREAT idea! The library garage signs are VERY confusing! We must provide safe pedestrian access
at the garage entrances. The west exit onto the sidewalk is dangerous because neither drivers nor pedestrians can see what's
coming.
Yes! I have often wondered if I can use those stalls after hours. This is a great way to better utilize what we have. Do this before
building a new lot at city hall.
Signage is important. Kirkland may make a lot of money on parking tickets, but people do not like to take a chance on getting a
ticket when signage is not clear. Even if they can get the ticket reduced, it still takes time to go to court. Probably not worth the
effort when there are other places to shop.
All you have to do is install signs that let visitors and employees know when the parking spaces are available to whom.
I support clear signage at the library.
Good idea.
I constantly see people who are not library employees parking in the library employee spots, especially for baseball games, etc.
The library is open most days after 5:00, so I question whether these spots are underutilized at all. I am not a library employee,
but a library user. I think if you are going to make moderation to the employee spots, they should be to restrict parking around
library hours.
Sounds like a good idea. Although I'm confused. How are you maintaining these stalls now? Why would they require an
additional annual funding mechanism to continue said maintenance?
Sounds like a better plan. There is not enough parking under the library available to non downtown employees. When you
converted an entire row to permit only several years ago people stopped bothering to find a spot there. The garage traffic flow is
very poorly laid out so why bother? As a parent of summer swim team participants, having to move my car because I'm there for
4.5 hours (thus just past the 4 hour limit) is incredibly annoying.
"Optimizing the investment" sounds reasonable - except that it was our Tax $ that create that investment for the City to
optimize... feel free to "optimize" is - under a business case scenario - but have the optimization cover the annual maintenance
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so there is no on-going annual funding - manage it like a business, at a breakeven + a % - be responsible and use the returns on
the investment to care for the investment and not for other purposes... demonstrate responsibility in governance.
Do it!
Improve signage and lighting
Update the signage so visitors can use the stalls after 5:00 pm. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
sure
Yes, please change this message. Our group used the conference space for a meeting on a Saturday and could not find parking.
There were several floors of open spaces with signage restricting use for permit only with no hours which was ridiculous.
Seems like an easy obvious fix. We must do maintenance. How can we even consider building new parking if funding for
maintenance is uncertain?
makes sense to update the signs to expand parking opportunties
This sounds fairly straightforward and helpful.
All stalls should be used to capacity.
"on-going high quality maintenance" is what we are paying for already. With the information provided, this sounds like more
waste. Adding signs on thoroughfares entering Kirkland that state 'park free at the library' make sense.
Visitors often avoid this garage because people live in it, do drugs in it, drink in it, trash it, and use it as a bathroom, especially the
elevator. It's unsafe. If more people are expected to utilize the garage, then we cannot allow people to party or spend the night in
it, there needs to be better security, and it might even need to be locked down during certain hours. The garage is known as a
cesspool of Kirkland, so new signage and such isn't going to solve the public health and safety issues that have existed there for
years.
A good idea.
This is a no brainer. Good idea
2.

What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?

3.

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?

4.

What other information would be helpful in considering this option?

5.
-

Additional Ideas related to the option
-The library garage west exit is a safety issue: blind exit with no pedestrian access. (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Pedestrian safety concern at library garage entrance. Could a blinking light be installed? (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
The driveway coming out of the library parking lot onto Kirkland Way has red zones painted on the curbs, presumably for
sightlines. I have long believed that these red zones are massively too large. I think you could add 2 spaces on either side of
that driveway.
Could we give employees a fab that gives them access to the elevator so only employees could use it. (Downtown merchant)
Could the red curb in front of the library (on Kirkland Way at 3rd St.) be used for parking? There are two or three potential
spaces there, and I don't know why parking isn't allowed there. (Email to staff 3/12)

-

Option 9: Parking Application app including pay by phone
-

How would this option be beneficial to the downtown parking problem?

-

pay by phone is simple and easy. But if there aren't any spots, who cares?
It's time to catch up with Estonia.
Probably very useful, if accurate and properly functioning. I would think there should be ways for the companies who are
installing and implementing these programs to subsidize the start up costs for the city (similar to the red light cameras) based on
a percentage of future revenue.
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Keep looking into this in the long term.
This option should be approved. Joyce Kirk, 216 Waverly Way, Kirkland
pay-by-phone does seem to be gathering momentum, so probably a good idea, especially if more spaces become pay zones
In the long run, this would save time and frustration. I would use an app like that.
Please please bring in pay by phone app.
support
It's only a matter of time, this will be standard stuff
We have to do it
Great way to merge Private and Public lots
What challenges or concerns might there be with the option?
-

-

-

-

-

To complicated to use "on the move."
Good idea IF IT WORKS. I have had nightmare experiences with this in Seattle.
Skeptical if this really works well.
Limited use -- seems like more effort than value
As a Windows Phone user, I doubt you'd provide an app for my phone :P
Seems like something nobody would actually use
I don't like this idea because it encourages people to look at their cell phone while driving through a congested area. This
seems very dangerous.
Don't spend money on an app, but do charge for parking in more places (everywhere)
I do not have a smart phone. And I still do not like to pay for parking. Especially for short stops. And it is very frustrating
when the internet is having porblems. The more we depend on online pay systems, the more chances of getting hacked.
There is no such thing as a secure payment system using today's systems. Everyone eventually gets hacked. I would rather
not have to worry about it.
Nice to have but not worth the ROI. Let's not buy the Cadillac and explore the Honda (sorry Ford Focus?) options instead.
We definitely need to take credit cards. Anything above and beyond that is a nice to have but we have much better things in
Kirkland to spend that money on.
Meh...
Sounds like a good concept, but my hesitation is that it may encourage people to be looking at their phone instead of
watching where they are going. Pedestrians and other drivers could be endangered. If this can be resolved then it would be a
more attractive option.
I don't use apps while driving, and I'm not sure I want the driver next to me doing that either. But maybe I'm just over 50.
I doubt the cost of this would every justify the benefit.
Too expensive. Will be underutilized.
I would hate to see Kirkland follow the Seattle model with New York parking rates. Don't over-invest in mobile apps that are
likely to have limited use.
Doesn't seem necessary.
I personally would not waste time with a special app just for parking in one area, let alone feel comfortable with data being
collected about my habits or other information.
If we do the on-street signs right, I don't see that we need the parking apps. It doesn't seem like it should be expensive if
we've built the infrastructure for the on-street signs. But we should prioritize those first.
Not sure the cost is reasonable.
Seems unnecessary. better signage will do just fine. No need to develop your own app during a time in our history when the
technology is changing so fast that the app will be obsolete by the time it is complete. Consider simply waiting for some
entrepreneur to commoditize it rather than waste city resources doing something 'one-off'.
It's a neat idea since it's convenient, but if the cost is high, no. There are better things to spend taxpayer dollars on.
Dislike. Encourages phone use while driving.
This should be but on the back burner.....
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-

Not even remotely interesting unless there was widespread paid parking AND data on driver frustration. Even so, not sure
that it is a smart idea to distribute an app that takes away driver focus especially for those who are unfamiliar with the city.
Sounds like increased risk of vehicle accidents to me.
They have proven in larger cities to not work so well! This too is an unnecessary and extravagant expense that we don't need
when there are more important issues!
A lot of people don’t use phones

-

How could the city address these challenges or concerns?
For this option, the City should reach out to a mobile app provider and offer to partner in a manner that requires the app
provider to bear the costs of system implementation.

-

What other information would be helpful in considering this option?

-

Additional Ideas related to the option
Definitely have mobile apps to see available spaces (Council Comment)
Chamber heard a presentation from a developer who could create an app and it could incorporate advertising of local
businesses. With this option there may be potential of parking enforcement cameras being able to pick up and feed open spaces
into the app. – Merchant meeting
Chamber has a proposal from an ap developer. The Ap is a map of all available parking and would lead drivers to parking
locations. The initial investment is $12,500. Could partially be paid by advertising. Instead of having instreet sensors as outlined
in the study could the Parking Enforcement Technology pick up on available spots and send the data to the app to let parker
know. When people parks ads could pop up for those business close by. Merchant meeting
An app should be market driving – have the chamber do it

-

-

I noticed that the parking lot on the north side of Kirkland Ave & West of Main Street is using technology for wireless phone
payment which is provided by QuickPay. This would be a quick solution for the City to look at. I see on QP’s web-site Salt Lake
City is a customer, which is larger government parking manager than is Kirkland. https://qpme.com/ (Email to staff 3/10/15)

-

I recently met with a company named Parknav that provides a mobile app to help parkers find parking spots. To give a sense for
cost, I was told that the initial set-up and development cost is $20-$40K, which involves spending time with the City to inventory
all of the available parking spots in the downtown core. Once launched, the operating/licensing costs are $40K/year. There is
an opportunity to offset these costs by allowing local business to advertise within the app (e.g. a visitor using the parking app
could see an advertisement for Hectors). This is optional, if the City were interested in offsetting costs. From the company,
“Parknav uses predictive analytics and machine learning to help drivers find available street parking in today's metropolitan
areas. The free app is already available for drivers in Chicago, San Francisco, Munich and Hannover. Parknav is also already
available in the top 30 cities of Germany as a B2B solution. Parknav will next be available as a B2B solution in the top 10 cities in
the US by end of Q2/2015.”Note that the service does not require real-time inventory of parking spots. Although this lowers the
cost to operate the service, the trade-off is that the parking recommendations are educated guesses, rather than specific
knowledge of open parking spots. (Email to staff 3/11)

Valet Service
Has the city explore the valet ap services to use for City Hall? – Merchant Meeting



Look at existing apps instead of creating new one.
Register parking locations on Google or Spothero – quick/low cost solution!
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Study Comments
Comments related to the study
Council Comments from 1/6 meeting are not evaluated in Public Outreach survey nor do they have cost and time to deliver each
option, which is misleading (2/18 email to staff)
City characterization of projects is misleading and incomplete (2/18 email to staff)
Market neighborhood comments were not accepted prior to the draft study being released(2/18 email to staff)
Neighbors have been in ongoing contact with the city to try to get involved in the creation of the options. It was in the scope
and didn’t happen (1/31 stakeholder meeting)
Study has design flaws the City should provide access to the consultant, to provide feedback on the study and its methodology
and approach. (1/31 stakeholder meeting)
If you don’t know what the priorities of the parkers are how can you find a solution? Will they even park in the locations
presented (1/31 stakeholder meeting)
Need something to happen immediately Stop talking about it and do something. (Merchant meeting)
So much hasn’t happened with parking that there is a high level of frustration with constituents.
Options outlined don’t even start to address the problem Downtown merchants need a bold big vision with results from the
City. Without a bold action the City is making a statement that businesses don’t matter (Chamber)
Even the consultant says in the report that some of these options won’t solve the problem and event 150 spaces isn’t enough.
98% capacity as stated in the report need a big solution to solve the problem. These options won’t even have an effect.
(Chamber)
The city needs to put all options on the table and seriously consider them. (Chamber)
Positive action plans must be implemented. Talking is not productive. (Employee survey)
We have had a history of lots and lots of input regarding parking with very little change to show for it. (Email to Council
1/6)
Study has bubbled up rather quietly through neighborhood communications and Chamber of Commerce members have no idea
this study was done (Email to council 1/6)
Very pleased that an outside firm was brought in to look at the situation and provide some unbiased input (email to council 1.4)
Stakeholders - In the public process, I would urge the addition of several more groups for feedback. The Kirkland Downtown
Association, the neighborhood associations of Moss Bay, Market and Norkirk, the Transportation Commission, the Planning
Commission, and the former members of the Parking Advisory Board would be useful. I particularly suggest the last group for
their extensive experience with this subject. However, the most useful person stakeholder that has not been mentioned is the
typical person parking here - mostly people driving downtown to do business, shop, or just visit. I would also include employees,
perhaps viewing their input in a separate way. If an ad hoc committee or working group is formed from among stakeholders, et
al, I would gladly serve on such a task force. (Email to staff)
Neighborhood should have been involved in the development of the initial options.
I don’t agree with the basic premise of the study that the amount of parking is a problem that needs to be solved. City council
has repeatedly talked about improving non-car-based methods of transportation in the city, and the downtown density of
services is the obvious place to start. It is not particularly pleasant to walk downtown until one is within a site such as Marina
Park or Peter Kirk Park. The obstacle to parking at the library and walking to somewhere like Sur La Table is not the distance (for
many people) but that the walk is kind of miserable. Biking is far worse. This is a direct result of encouraging all of the car
traffic downtown. Part of this is the abundance of parking, and part is the heavy usage of downtown as a pass-through to go
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-

-

somewhere else (beyond the scope of this study, but it contributes to the unpleasantness of downtown which leads to more
driving there and the need for more parking). (Email to staff 2/27/15)
Since the parking is controlled by an existing City Ordinance then any change to the Ordinance would have to occur through a
Councilmatic action that would require a full public hearing and citizen input to discuss the specific ordinance along with any
proposed changes (Prepared Comments in 2/26/15 discussion)
Have you actually talked with anybody who lives in Kirkland? To the businesses? To customers? Or did you just spend a bunch
of money hiring some "consultant" who hides in an office? Have you actually walked around downtown and the
neighborhoods? Gotten run over by cars searching for parking? Talked to former businesses who have left Kirkland because
their customers can't park nearby?
Not great data on the options especially on the costs related to each option so options presented and feedback received are
misleading
Public input wasn’t included prior to options being presented.
Need new consultant to do study and not just include what the council wants
Ask Citizens if they will pay for a large parking investment. Compare interest in ARC vs Parking Garage investment
Focus on things that can be done quickly or on an experimental basis
City needs to stick with a policy
Meter maid is a sexist term
City doesn’t provide parking for its own assets – parks and swimming pool
What is the neighborhood vs business interest balance and what solutions are reflective of that?
Have City employees take the survey
Why are we increasing demand for parking
The information from the outside consultant must also take into consideration community input and info should be merged
together
Consultant didn’t hear from stakeholder prior to option being presented to Council
Need merchant voices – they feel like nothing happens
Consultant did not interview/meet with stakeholders prior to options being presented.
What experiences are we trying to serve?
The problem is that people love Kirkland

Missing parking spaces
-

The report should also include the lot at 2nd St and Central Way (north side of the street) where the city has an
easement for public parking. (Email to council jan 2)
The survey did not include the street parking on other downtown streets such as Central Way and Kirkland Ave (Email
to council jan 2)
To consider 85% utilization in our downtown wouldn’t you also have to include all the on street spaces. (Email to
council jan 2)
I’m also a bit surprised by the lack of coverage of other on-street parking facilities. Anecdotally, in the past when I’ve
driven to Sur La Table, I just drive up 1st until I find a spot. It might not be in the first block, but it’s simple, it works, and
I don’t have to cross Central. I assume most of the streets headed north and south from downtown are full of available
parking. These days I walk or bike across downtown unless I can just avoid the trip. (Email to staff 2/27/15)

What is the Goal?
-

-

What is the goal and was there an accurate inventory of spots (1/31 stakeholder meeting)
Specific Target Capacity - Adding a predetermined number of spaces would be arbitrary. Adding capacity is great, but
that is only one possibility, and could be quite expensive. It has to be considered within the context of other changes.
(email to staff)
How much is needed?
Who is there not enough parking for?
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o Customers/Visitors
o Employees
o Commuters
There are different needs/solutions for each group?
What causes the parking problem?

Comments related to history of parking issue
When the Parking Advisory Board dissolved there as a KDA parking committee and it was proposed to hold annual parking
meetings (2/13 stakeholder meeting)
Ideas are never listened too from the city so why waste time – frustrated with past processes and lack of solutions
(Downtown merchant)
Merchants are so used to talking about it and having nothing happen that they may be hesitant in participating (Downtown
merchant)
The end result of last parking studies has been that nothing happens (Downtown merchant)
Parking study in 2011 collected information from parkers. (Downtown merchant)
City needs to set a vison, create policies and stick with them (Downtown merchant)
Parking operations is difficult for retail and you can see that in the turnover and downtown becoming a “food court”
(Downtown merchant)
Its time again to have a Parking committee, but one with some teeth (email to council 1/6)
We need a committed effort to truly care about the traffic flow and parking in our downtown…this will lead to improved
business at our retailers and restaurants… that leads to more tax receipts. (email to city council ¼)
Parking Advisory Board poll data and reports - The Parking Advisory Board did a lot of useful work from 2004 when it was
formed until 2012 when it was disbanded. There An easy way to get more useful data is to go back and look at back and
look at the extensive polling done by the city for the Parking Advisory Board in 2007 and 2011. I doubt that the public
sentiment has changed markedly since then, but in any case, these are reference points. There are also reports with
recommendations that the PAB made that could be helpful. (Email to staff)
It’s not a simple solution
-

Policy Comments

Who’s responsibility is parking?
-Both the city and developers have a part (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Merchants bought Lake Street lot – city need to provide parking. – Merchant meeting
The people who use the parking should pay for it, not every taxpayer in the city subsidizing the free parking of downtown
employees and visitors.
Keeping costs down and providing more and/or maintaining existing no cost options.
When implementing any such programs in the CBD - primary focus should be on the Business Owners, then the Building
Owners, then the residents. Outlaying areas would be the inverse.. think about incentivizing a private developer and/or Land
owner to turn their structure into a multi-level parking complex - provide them some tax subsidies for a period of time, work
with them on permitting and design... let the private sector solve your finite parking issues...
The City should be responsible for providing parking, but it should not be free. In order to keep the downtown area alive and
thriving, there should be parking options. The public is accustomed to paying to park.
If the City wants businesses, then the City AND those Businesses should fund the necessary parking. They should invest enough
to get the return they want (successful businesses pay taxes. Unsuccessful businesses don't)
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The city should invest a lot of money in creating convenience. It is what will keep visitors coming to Kirkland. All residents in
Kirkland benefit from a healthy downtown, so we should have a bond measure or higher taxes to pay for this.
I think the City should take a leadership role in this. Without a good plan, we will never encourage the right development of the
downtown.
buy property close to the downtown area...this will increase business revenue
The City should use smart incentives for developers to add parking. Park Place and the Antique Mall are incredible opportunities
to be forward thinking in this area.
Given that automobiles are a key part of Kirkland's economic and aesthetic future, the City should be actively involved. Some of
the options also include significant investment, which can only be supported by the City.
The city should invest and use funds from parking fees.
If you want the property taxes to keep going up you must help the small business survive. Hence you must provide parking.
With as many older buildings filling their whole property the City absolutely has the responsibility to make sure those
building tenants are viable. How much should they invest. I don't know how to answer that question since you haven't
really proposed hard dollars yet.
The city had charged impact fees to downtown businesses for years. The city has an obligation to support businesses
especially as they receive taxes from them. Visitors should have a positive experience. It is in their best interest to provide
parking stalls either paid or free.
balance investment with return -- the businesses provide income to the City, and to the extent that the City wants that
income to stay the same or increase should determine the amount of investment the City should make. I do think that
businesses should provide 80-90% of the funding, as it benefits them most. And if the City wants to increase the number of
visitors (to the beaches and parks) then the City should fund that parking.
Parking is a core feature that effects leasing, the type or business attracted to the area, who visits, length of stay and
ultimately revenue. The City should be very involved financially, influencially and in planning.
The City has a responsibility that needs to be balanced against its other urban development goals. That might mean larger
investments, if we exchange today's surface lots for buried structures. The City needs to charge more for parking, and
more carefully manage street space which is never going to grow much above its current level. Investments to expand
capacity need to be tied to demand as demonstrated by willingness to pay. If we can't get the price above a buck an hour for
three hours a day, then drivers have already told us how much they value the parking (not much!), and the city's investment
should be sized accordingly.
Safety should be the City's first concern-- Juanita Dr needs to be improved first
Downtown businesses should be working just as hard as the city to find parking solutions. This needs to be a public-private
partnership, not something that's handed to these businesses on a platter. They're already treated differently than other
Kirkland businesses, with the downtown area getting more attention from Public Works, etc. Also think about how to make
Totem Lake the thriving center it could be. Downtown can only expand so far and just keeps getting more congested as
these big ugly California-style view-blocking condos go in. We claim to be so green but are just getting more artificial by
leaps and bounds.
I have occasionally avoided shopping/eating downtown because of the hassle of finding parking. Improving the parking
situation would bring more business back downtown, which is in the city's interest. Parking fees and taxes could be used to
pay for the improvements and maintenance.
I think the city has the responsibility to provide parking, but the business owners should be responsible to financially help in
the development of additional parking as the downtown area attracts more consumers.
The City needs to balance spending on parking against other opportunities to develop downtown. Surface parking, in
particular, needs to be eliminated. There are some creative ways to build above-ground structured parking, but we shouldn't
be building lots that don't have businesses facing the streets. Even then, we should be careful not to have above-ground lots
taking up space that would be better used for office or residential. We need parking because many customers will always
want to drive here. But the City needs to lean against catering only to today's uses. We have opportunities to have many
more people living and working around downtown in a few years, and they won't want to drive everywhere. They'll walk
within downtown, even if they are parked at their office or residential garages.
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Look at the events and the number of visitors expected on a typical summer night; plan for that volume; or don't promote for
that volume. Pretty simple, we all plan the same way in our businesses. Customers want to drive, park buy dinner and ice cream
- simple. Provide a facility for the customer.
I believe we should require/partner (whatever works) with development to provide parking options at McLeod's, the antique
mall, parkplace, any new mixed use development. It might cost us some money but probably worth it.
Take it our of things like the cross corridor funding. Take it out of any bike lane funding.
Parking is an essential city amenity and should be looked at the same as roads, sidewalks etc. For new business construction,
parking has to be high on the list so that every new development doesn't dump more anxious drivers into the parking mess. As I
said before, Kirkland needs paid parking and a lot of it. In fact, I think downtown parking should be two types - business-supplied
and highly restricted, and paid. It makes no sense that there are businesses that employ numerous people AND have many
customers yet they have insufficient parking for either one of those needs.
Forget it!
Pay parking is fair, charge the user
We pay a fortune in property tax for the amenity to live here vs. Capitol Hill, Queen Anne, Wallingford, Fremont, etc. A big
part of that for me is the street in front of my house and the ability to park there. If you want to see my parking, please
reduce my property tax to five bucks. I am very serious, this was a big consideration in my investment in this community.
Require condo's and apartments to provide parking spaces for every registered driver that lives there.
With new business construction, Kirkland has to step up and require more parking. The delta between demand and
availability is often a joke. In the summer, I have very often had to park 6 or more blocks from my downtown destination. I
believe Kirkland needs paid parking garages, just like a real city.
Providing a larger portion of parking in new developments not less parking. Despite all the surveys and studies the reality is,
people own cars and where parking is not provided, parking is pushed to the streets leaving no room for visitors frequenting
the businesses. If this weren't the case, the streets would be bare.
If the City Council would make the downtown area more conducive to a VARIETY of small and larger businesses that would
improve the whole situation! I hear over and over again that the main problem is the lack of a variety of shops and
businesses here! Most everyone I know shops outside of Kirkland for the majority of their shopping!
require developers of these new projects to provide parking for the increased number of households
Solving the downtown traffic jam in summer from 7th & Lake through 85th. Free park and ride at South Kirkland P&R?
Active signage at 520 & Lake directing to this. Ice cream/gelato credit for kids if this is used. Likewise off 85th street? Park
on the street in the industrial zone on 7th?
It's going to get worse before it gets better. All of these options are worth exploring at this time.
No problem with the parking. I have NEVER not found a free parking or low cost parking spot in the last 7+ years!
There are more important issues in Kirkland to consider!
do not develop Waverly Way
cost and effectiveness
The city should also require major developments to provide public parking (all the new mixed-use multi story complexes
going up).
The city should require developers to provide adequate parking. Any city investments in parking pay for themselves because
more parking equals more shoppers and visitors.
Yes, we have some need to provide parking. But, it must be paid for. Taxes for this purpose must be raised and the Bob
Styles' of the community must be silenced with the reality of the situation. You either pay for improvements or you don't get
them!!
The city is not responsible for providing parking except for at city amenities. The city should not invest in parking. Please
don't invest in parking, you have way too many more important things to do with that money. If parking is needed, the
private market will provide it, provided the city is not undercutting the market with free parking. The city can help by
providing consistent signs, and perhaps even real time availability information, but the parking providers really ought to pay
for that. How much nicer would our waterfront be if it were a park and not a parking lot? I can't believe we are wasting
such a beautiful public space storing cars on it!
Keeping costs down and providing more and/or maintaining existing no cost options.
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again - parking is finite - no matter what - we have a boundary for the CBD - and only so much can be done... eventually, a
building/land owner will see the need make a value decision - remove their structure and build a parking lot/facility... when
the natural economic forces are left to their own, a solution will be created. Why does Govt believe they need to get
involved - if it takes someone 5-15 minutes to locate a parking stall and they have to drive around the block a couple of
times... When a need is there.. it will be solved through the natural forces of business and economics - unless the City would
prevent a private parking facility to be built that would solve the problem... then the City would be standing in the way of a
solution for the greater good...
Fostering a thriving business climate is one of the few core responsibilities of a local government. The more successful our
businesses are, the more they will pay in taxes and less homeowners have to pay (Kviews comment)
Downtown parking is in a critical situation, contributing to a difficult retail environment, constant vacancies, endless
turnover and inability to attract quality destination retail business. (Kviews comment)
We suffer with lower economic development as consumers rationally choose easier alternatives to the difficult reality that
is parking in Kirkland. (Kviews comment)
Where are the impact fees that have been collected?
City should lead efforts
Everyone benefits from a healthy, vibrant downtown
Whoever needs parking the most should pay the most
The City of Bellevue doesn’t do anything regarding parking
Developments need to provide their own supply
City should commit to help bring investment to downtown.
Kirkland has a “true” downtown and the city needs to committee to keep it alive.
The solutions have to address both Grandfathered Development Parking and New Developments
Need to make sure new developments add adequate plus additional parking to compensate existing problem.
It is a lot of $ to ask tax payers to spend
Sales taxes will increased and city should put that against parking cost.
Parking investments should be compared to other investments like the ARC and the Houghton CKC property.
Come up with an ROI formula to help convenience the tax payers that it is the best investment
Better Parking Downtown equals better businesses with Better tax receipts
The City needs the right policies moving forward with new developments but also address the existing problem.
Explore/encourage free enterprise solutions and public private partnerships
 Shuttles
 Other solutions that people can turn into a profit center

Loss of Parking Mitigation plans
-

Park lane
Antique mall
Park Place during construction

Right Size Parking
-

Central Way developments are increasing street parking
Right size parking is contradicting this study that says parking is needed
Right size parking doesn’t work if there is not the necessary infrastructure of buses etc.
Right Size Parking contradicts this study

Perception Challenges
Do we need more parking or do we need a perception change.
Understand people’s decision points. How much availability is needed to have people come and shop.
Need better education/communication of available parking
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Distribute parking maps to businesses and employees
Change conversation about parking/shift perception.
Design and Message Kirkland as one connect Downtown so the perceptive of distance of parking is shifted.
The perception of the problem can be even worse than reality. We should educate the public about the parking options and
how the city is making difficult and unpopular decisions to assist in alleviating the problem (March 6 merchant meeting)

Neighborhoods as “Spillover” parking
-Neighborhood continues to be concerned that our streets serve as “spillover” parking for downtown, and potential City parking
changes may further exacerbate this issue. (Market Neighborhood Feedback Document presented at 2/11/15 KAN meeting)
-The city should be protecting the neighborhoods (1/31 Stakeholder meeting)
-We are concerned about a plan that reduces parking downtown and encourages it in adjoining neighborhoods. There appear to be
multiple initiatives underway that reduce downtown parking:
Reduction in parking spots on Park Lane
Potential reduction in parking requirements for multi-unit development
Constraints on employee parking downtown that leads to overflow to surrounding areas (if library not available or
desirable).
(Market Neighborhood Feedback Document presented at 2/11/15 KAN meeting)
- In Bellevue on some streets no parking is allowed (the city controls this.) (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
-We don’t wat parking fed into nieghborhoods (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Spill over is becoming more and more of an issue from both traditional multi-family and new single family housing (email to
council 1.4)
To help “protect” the neighborhoods surrounding downtown from increased overflow parking, one option is permit parking –
City of Bellevue example (Email to staff and council 11/24)
We want to be planful about the change, and have appropriate protections in place so that the neighborhoods don’t become
spillover parking lots (email to staff 8/29/14)
The City of Kirkland’s 2015 Pre-Approved Plans document, explicitly states the need to mitigate spillover parking from
downtown to protect the surrounding neighborhoods. (Email to staff 2/24/15)
It is a downtown problem, but the solutions are being dumped in the laps of the surrounding neighborhood (prepared
comments in 2/26/15 discussion)
This is clearly a “downtown issue” and the downtown business people along with the City need to figure out how to handle the
issue without encroaching on the surrounding neighborhoods and their way of life. (prepared comments in 2/26/15 discussion)
Please do NOT penalize the residential areas by pushing the parking options out of downtown.
Business parking belongs in the Business District. They shouldn't park in surrounding neighborhoods.
Keep parking downtown. Asking visitors to walk up and down hills and up to half a mile to get to their restaurant won't be
effective. Don't impact the neighborhoods.
Don't turn the neighborhoods surrounding downtown into parking lots. This would be a failure by the City to respect the
character of the neighborhoods. A variety of options have been proposed by the parking study that contain parking to the
downtown core, and these should be pursued.
Business parking belongs in the Business District. Don't push business customers, business employees, and commuters catching
transit into the residential neighborhoods.
why do you think that downtown parking should be allowed in the neighborhoods (Waverly, Lake Ave)? Neighborhood parking is
for residents and guests. Downtown commuters, employees, and customers are NOT residents or guests. Focus downtown
parking in downtown areas
Not allow parking on residential streets except for owners and their guests.
Home security concerns
All spill over should be treated equally.
2nd Ave South needs to be regulated
Street spots around downtown are no longer available
Resident Permit Parking and enforcement is needed
What is the enforcement area?
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Expand 4 hour spaces on all streets around downtown
When 2 hr street parking ends add a 4 hr time limited buffer
A garage in downtown is what is needed.
All the neighborhoods around DT should be protected and permitted
Right size parking increases spillover
Unbundled Parking – tenets are parking on the street instead

Commuter Parking
-

-

Talk to Sound Transit and Metro: are there commuter parkers downtown? (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
We should discourage transit parkers. Signs are a cheap solution. We could use them to change the allowed parking time, for
example. (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
If transit parkers can’t park downtown they’ll move into neighborhoods. We need transit parking (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
We could survey bus 255 riders to ask where they park. This would give us an idea of the magnitude of the problem. It may be
bigger or smaller than we think. We can get info from Metro. ORCA card data shows where riders live and where they board. .
(1/14/15 KAN meeting)
To address transit riders one side of the street could be 4 hour parking and one side could be unrestricted (2/13 meeting with
stakeholder)
Market Street is a park and ride (Merchant meeting)
Consider making Market Street limited time parking. Use Waverly Way (already curbed and painted -- just remove a couple of
signs) Heck, use Waverly Park for parking. Focus less on "near term" and more on SOLUTIONS, not temporary fixes
Commuter Parking- make Market Street and Lake Ave West Timed parking
Is a big problem especially on Market and Lake Avenue West.
Measure the volume of commuters – would preventing commuter parking open up the capacity for customers
There needs to be a Park and Ride Solution, currently there is no designated parking for this. The dedicated parking should
be away from downtown.
You could use ½ the antique mall for commuter parking
With one bus route how do we encourage commuters to park in certain locations
Should add time limits on Market Street
Work with Sound Transit on a solution for commuters
The Commuter Parking Issue needs to be addressed
Add 4 hour parking to streets around downtown
Buses and Transit Center without Parking causes a problem
Need a solutions that addresses commuter parking
There is not enough time limited parking. Parking around downtown should be resident permitted

-

Employee Parking
-

Is the city handling employee parking? This has always been the #1 problem. . (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Employees are not registering for the parking program because they will be fined for parking when they are not working
downtown (2/13 meeting with stakeholder)
If it was all pay parking the employee parking would be solved (2/13 meeting with stakeholder)
Merchants have to inforce it. There must be buy-in from merchants on regulating their employees. An ordinance as once
proposed to fine employers instead of employees(2/13 meeting with stakeholder)
Need to keep businesses from letting employees park in lots (downtown merchant)
Need consistency, repetitiveness and a presence in messaging to downtown employees where to park (downtown merchant)
People that hang out in coffee shops all day just swap places because there is no law that makes them move blocks (downtown
merchant)
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Need better corporation among businesses to direct employees and customers to park in certain locations. (downtown
merchant)
More fringe parking locations - There are more options for the use of other lots and areas around downtown, both city streets
and private lots. For example, Lake Street South and Kirkland Avenue beyond the downtown time limited zones could be
reserved for employee parking. Those streets would be convenient for people who worked in the adjoining parts of downtown.
Indeed, many of them are used by employees already (Email to staff)
Employee parking problems will not be solved by these suggestions. I don't believe that employees will pay for parking,
especially on Waverly Way or the City Hall block. Even with the library garage with adequate free stalls, many have steadfastly
refused to register as employees. Were most of the business owners and managers proactive in preventing their employees
from violating ParkSmart rules, this problem could be reduced. (Email to staff)
How many employee parking permits do we give out and for what busiensses (email to staff 2/19/15)
Employees are ok with paying for a designated parking option (similar to the antique shop parking). Consideration of cost would
be necessary for those who only work less than full time (3 days/ week) but often 8-9 hrs/day).
There should be no dedicated parking for employees. It should all be paid and it should be paid by visitors and employees alike.
This will have a huge effect on the demand for parking because a significant number of people who have other viable options for
getting to work (bus, walk, bicycle, CKC, ...) will choose those options rather than paying for their parking every day (which
residents like me are fully subsidizing for them). Be equitable. People who don't use the parking downtown should not be
paying for it (which is the opposite of how it has always worked in Kirkland).
New construction should provide off-street parking for employees.
Institute ticketing move to evade
Workers need off street paring provided by where ever they work.
Encourage other ways for Employee’s to get to work
Give away bus passes for employees
Some employees of downtown need to come and go throughout the day. Parking should be conducive of this.
How do we know if employees will park in particular locations
Need more downtown affordable housing for employees so they don’t need to drive
How many employees need parking
Employee Parking Policy Challenges
Move to Evade Law
Site business owners in addition to employees
Budget Cuts resulted in a lack of enforcement
Let’s move employee parking out of downtown.
Need better enforcement of employees
Currently there is no move to evade regulations

Small town
-

-

Keep the city green -- urbanization is everywhere, let's keep a small town feel if possible.
Kirkland is special. It is the only town on Lake Washington with an historic waterfront. So, it attracts visitors, lots of them. If
Kirkland fails to preserve this asset by destroying the charm of downtown, visitors will opt for the bland boringness of Bellevue,
Redmond, or Totem Lake. So getting more parking for Kirkland is a delicate balancing act of preserving charm and creating
convenience. All of the options mentioned in the survey sound very wise. Thank you for your hard work.
I don't want to waste any more space downtown on parking. I don't want the city to spend money on parking. I'd prefer less
parking. Downtown is an unpleasant place to be in any mode because of the number of cars. Encourage other methods of
traveling downtown, and perhaps provide parking way on the outskirts with pleasant, well signed and safe ways to walk into
downtown. If there were safe bike routes into downtown (there currently are none) and plenty of convenient bike parking, we
wouldn't need as much car parking. Encourage private owners to offer their space to the public. If I am going to drive downtown
(which I don't like to because it's a pain), I want to park in one spot (happy to pay for it) and walk to all of my stops. I don't want
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to move my car from shop to shop because there's a sign in the lot that says “only for customers while they are doing business
here.”
How can we keep a small town feel while accommodating visitors

-

Enforcement/Regulations
-

Move to evade is bad for visitors (stakeholder meeting)
Inconsistent signage. Confusing and hard to understand. People get tickets and don’t come back. (downtown merchant)
With no enforcement on Sundays people park all day – especially employees (downtown merchant)
The parking regulations and signage is confusing.(Merchant Meeting)
Disabled parking regulations need to be clarified/posted/consistently enforced (council meeting and email to staff 2/23/15)

-

2-3 hours free on the street is not enough time to do much to support the economy without paying more or moving your car to
another parking spot and the rules are somewhat confusing. (Kviews comment)
The cost and time limit vary so much between city-owned lots and streets that it’s confusing for infrequent visitors who aren’t
aware of the parking situation. (Kviews comment)
More people would come shopping here if were not for these silly parking restrictions. (Kviews comment)
Count the "FOR LEASE" signs in the windoes cause and effect
Stop giving so many tickets – its chasing the customers and businesses away
The aggressive, threatening lot attendant my friends encountered (Hector's) has resulted in many in our circle refusing to go to
Hector's or Milagro anymore. So if parking attendants or valets are like that one, it will negatively affect business downtown.
Make sure you only have polite, competent folks working at any monitored lots.
The single biggest problem is that hypercontrolled pay parking drives people away. Even local residents don't stop or shop in
their own town because of this. Time limits on parking, yes. But expensive high tech pay parking for the elite who can afford pay
parking-- no. And where to park needs to be more obvious-- simple signs could do the trick. Many people might not know they
can park at City Hall on the weekends either.
Even local residents don't stop or shop in their own town because of this. Time limits on parking, yes. But expensive high tech pay
parking for the elite who can afford pay parking-- no
Regulations needs to be simplified, consistent and not change.
Is the problem the same all year long or should we look at peak season solutions only?
Sunday enforcement to create turnover is needed.
If people haven’t gotten a ticket before- just give the a welcome to Kirkland warning – Merchant meeting

-

-

-

Seasonal Parking needs are different
-

-

The study assumes that winter and summer are the same, but in fact Kirkland is tow different cities. Boat owners in the
summer, plus swimming pool, farmer’s market. The weather impacts how/where people want to park. We need seasonal
signage. (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Sunday parking in the summer is free all day so there is no turnover. This hurts merchants. (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Why is Sunday parking different? . (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
The greatest need for parking spaces are during the evenings and weekends, especially during the summer months.
Be supportive with seasonal differences – (downtown merchant)
Little league in the spring/summer is a problem. (downtown merchant)
Seasonality of Parking
o Better coordination w/summer events in directing visitors to parking locations

Additional Parking Ideas
Parking Shuttle
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Have we looked at the potential for a downtown parking shuttle, so people would be willing to park farther away. Especially
employees of downtown businesses? (Council Comment)
Do more parking spots = more traffic? Could there be a shuttle from outlying lots? . (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Have mostly short term parking downtown and longer term parking away from there with pleasant walking from long term to
businesses and employers that need long term. Shuttle buses from greater distance parking on days when parades, festivals,
tree lighting, etc. are going on. Parking and/or shuttle buses for people with disabilities.

Lake and Central Lot
-

-

We should explore the sale of Lake and Central (1/6 Council Comment)
Lake and Central lot: some have said that it is time to trade it for something that will give more parking value but that
presupposes that the dollars will buy more spaces in a nearby location and that is not supported. If Lake and Central is sold or
redeveloped, that process must start with the community and its vision (1/14/15 KAN meeting)
Parking, and higly visible surface parking in particular, should not be cluttering up the heart of the city. If there’s a perceived
need to add parking elsewhere, perhaps the proceeds from a sale might go to that. (1/4/15 Citizen email to Council)
Perhaps it’s time again to consider turning the Lake/Central parking lot into a below-grade parking garage. (Kviews comment)
Should sell the Lake/Central lot so it could be redeveloped and the sale proceeds go toward building the structured Marina lot
that we’ve talked about for years. (Kviews comment)
It’s a shame that some of the best land in downtown is used for cars rather than for the people who are actually there – the
Lakefront Lot and Lake Shore Plaza itself – the area is so much nicer when it is full of vendors for running races or
festivals! Park Lane is another spot like this – the redesign is good in that it will be a people-first area (e.g., not confined to
sidewalks), though it could be so much better if it were solely for people (especially the western half). (email to staff 2/27/15)
Merchants paid for lake street lot – build a garage – merchant meeting

Garage
-

-

-

Funding the construction of a garage and not just spaces.
I avoid going to downtown Kirkland whenever I can because the parking situation is abysmal. What you really need is a
strategically placed parking structure (with at least 4 stories of parking - the library lot is inadequate.) The city of Pasadena had a
number of structures on the outskirts of the downtown area that were inexpensive to park at and were only a few blocks from
the main downtown area.
Remember, what looks "cheap and easy" often isn't, so don't overlook the real solution (a parking garage at the Marina and/or
Lake St and Central" for temporary band-aids (Waverly Way or Lake Ave W open parking for businesses), a bunch of parking
signs, and big money wasters like "parking branding". If you want more people to have easy access to downtown, put more
parking in downtown (not neighborhoods).
I think the City is missing a great opportunity in not buying the old antique mall property. It looks like an ideal central garage
location for the entire downtown
It is absolutely obvious that Kirkland merchants and restaurants need clients and the clients need a place to park. We all know
that the Kirkland parking situation at the present time is very inconvenient and needs to be solved appropriately. A few street
parking spots won’t solve the problem, so Park Lane should be closed to traffic. People should be able to enjoy what Kirkland
has to offer: shopping, walking, resting with ice cream, having a coffee outside, and more. Currently there is no such place and
leaving the street open will definitely take away the Kirkland charm. Kirkland needs a large parking garage that could be located
where the big antique store used to be or by the Heritage Hall - that may take a small part of the park but for a good reason.
Yes, it is going to be expensive! We will have to find the funds for it through taxes, donations, loans, or future pay for parking.
Be creative! Finally the conclusion mission statement is: Think about the future of the growing city of Kirkland. Be creative with
finding a way to build a parking garage. Close Park Lane for people to enjoy. (Email to staff 2/23/15)

Marina Lot
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Like any structured parking, it’s expensive but it comes with significant public benefits in the form of added park space and
space for business around the edge. It deserves a look even if it’s a more ambitious project than the others in this portfolio.
(1/4/15 Citizen email to Council)
Continue to consider the “lidding” of Marina Park as a parking option. As a joint venture involving both parks and parking we
might someday be able to find a way to afford it. (Email to council 1/1)
The four spaces on the west side of Marina Park, above the boat ramp, say no parking Friday-Sunday & Holidays. Why? This
space is not needed for boats. Those are prime spots that go unutilized three days a week. (Email to staff 3/12)
Build a lid on top of the parking lot at Marina parke, including 2-3 large levels under the lid for city parking. This would enhance
Marina Park and provide lots of parking very close to businesses.
angled parking at the Marina park towards the beach
The one way arrows at Marina park have turned into a Gerbil Maze. Lets go back to the two way streets
Also revisit the rejected plan to redevelop the Marina Park are to be double decked.

Peter Kirk Park
-

Long term-- consider a large pay parking garage underneath PeterKirk ball field. At least propose it--this will expose those
complainers who are unrealistically opposed to paying for ANY improvement.

Other
-

-

-

The city needs to add full sized parking stalls. Many residents who routinely frequent downtown, will be driving personal
vehicles and will continue to do so for the future. Expense and utilization. It takes a long time to change a routine. I don't think
the average Kirkland DT shopper is going to bother with an app or any other elaborate option. We want to get in and out quickly
and we don't want to pay for it.
Listen to the business community... they are the draw for the CBD - help them be successful and in-turn the city/cbd will be
successful.
Improved signage Impact of construction on existing parking (and where those employees should park) Impact of events on
existing parking
None -- many thanks for the thoughtful and well-articulated study.
The heavy traffic in mornings and late afternoons does not mix well with use of on-street parking. Cars trying to park mess up
traffic flow and heavy traffic makes it harder to park. The city has a lot of work to do if they want to dispel the impression that
visitors with vehicles are unwelcome.
Concerns: it's really bad. I will choose a Bellevue or Redmond shopping or dining location rather than Kirkland because,
particularly during summer dinner hours, it will take too long to find a spot to park. I might as well have endured traffic to go
somewhere where I can park. And walking isn't an option for my family. We have younger kids and they aren't going to walk 4
miles round trip, up and down hills, so they can eat a taco. It seems there's quite a lot of business turnover in downtown. Perhaps
because the access and parking are so lacking.

Multiple strategies were suggested to reduce demand for vehicle parking: Advertising to take the 255 bus, additional bike
parking, dedicated parking for zip car or car to go and incentives not to use cars. Please provide comments on these strategies in
helping to alleviate the parking problem or other strategies to encourage people not to drive you think the city should explore.
-

-

Stop talking about each minor point --just do it!! Incentives not to use cars include incentivizing living in the core. More
apartments/condos (ParkPlace and more). Use tax/zoning incentives to bring more necessary businesses to the core (hardware
store, bread bakery, TraderJoes, etc.). Let the naysayers move on, or back to the rural zones they remember.
Waste of time and funding. People will drive to Kirkland despite advertising. The public system into and out of Kirkland is not
easy and is complicated.
Those types of ideas don't work out here in the suburbs. Great ideas if you are in downtown Seattle -- but remember downtown
Seattle isn't a residential neighborhood. If Kirkland wants to be a big City, sure. Push out the single-family houses and build a big
highrise. If Kirkland wants to be a beautiful welcoming town, then act like that. If the only people who are going to use
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downtown are the people within walking distance, then that's who you'll get utilizing downtown. Nobody comes to patronize
these businesses on a bicycle (outside of a few lovely summer days, and no business survives on those people alone) ZipCarparking-spots take up just as much space as regular parking spots, so I fail to see how that is helpful at all. And unless you can
convince King County Metro to run twice as many buses to and from downtown just to serve our City, why on earth would you
count on bus service to get anyone to/from here? The bus takes Kirkland residents to their jobs elsewhere, not visitors to here.
People in Kirkland are suburban residents. We drive cars. Get used to it. We have to take kids to day care and go haul sacks of
concrete home from Home Depot and we are *never* going to do those things with zip car to go or some fancy app.
People do what they do based upon choices they have made for other reasons. Nobody will ride a bike or use Zip cars because
Kirkland recommends it -- they will do it for myriad other reasons. This approach would not change any behavior that is not
already being changed for other reasons.
Even at $4.50 per gallon people did not out f their cars. This will NEVER work...the car is an extension of the person
Kirkland is not that great of a destination to bother with public transit to get to.
Most small business owners need a car to run their business. Public transit is not viable for everyone and many who do take
transit still own a vehicle. Service reps, repair reps, contractors, consultants, landscapers, house cleaners, caterers, lawyers,
accountants, property managers, sales reps, etc. all need vehicles for their jobs. The city needs to realize that many people do not
go to the same office everyday. A car is still a necessity for most people for their job
Useless suggestions -- people use buses to get out of the City, not to come in. Nobody in the suburbs wants a ZipCar or Car-toGo, so don't waste spaces for them. If Kirkland gets as big as Seattle, then those are reasonable suggestions. But it isn't and I
really hope it doesn't. Kirkland is a lovely small TOWN, not a big CITY. So act like a TOWN. Put in a parking garage if the
downtown area needs it. Otherwise leave it alone
Also known as the Seattle strategy which is an abject failure. Face it, most people do not want to take the bus, riding a bike is a
non-starter for most people in our weather (other than hipsters), incentives not to use cars will basically kill downtown, which
sure isn't as vibrant as it once was. The only one of these worth consideration is zip car/car to go.
Really people do need to drive their cars on the Eatside quite frequently. To try to lesson that like they are doing in downtown
Seattle would be a big mistake for Kirkland's economy. Like I said there really isn't that much problem parking here. Maybe it's
because I'm used to larger cities?!

We really need a zip car alternative in the downtown. We would go down to one car if there was that alternative. Doing grocery
shopping is not practical on a bike or bus or when I need to go to the office and my wife needs the car to do errands. I am
underwhelmed with what Seattle has done to accommodate bikes--ruined Broadway and 2nd Ave. These are misplaced
priorities. While I like buses, they have very defined routes which don't address my personal needs many times.
Yes, but then why is one of the options to remove the bike lane on Waverly Way? That is contrary to the goal of encouraging
bikes.
The city should also invest in pedestrian accessibility, bike accessibility/parking and transit... perhaps a new park and ride near
the new trail on the rail corridor. There aren't many places to chain up a bike in downtown Kirkland.
Bus is great except there isn't enough transit parking. Also, the bus is slow. Many people don't have time. The logistics can also
be tough. (Carrying groceries? Kids? In the rain?) A car is a car, whether it's Zip or private, so providing dedicated spaces doesn't
reduce the number of cars parked downtown at any given time. I don't like this idea. What kind of incentives to not use cars?
Other than the bus (which serves a limited area) it's hard to get to downtown without a car.
The most important thing the city MUST do is provide safe travel into downtown for people walking and biking. This means
reducing the amount of car traffic THROUGH downtown. Most of the traffic in downtown Kirkland is not going TO downtown
Kirkland but THROUGH it. Keep the through traffic out and downtown Kirkland becomes safe and pleasant for people. I am not
comfortable riding my bike downtown among all of the cars. You have not provided a safe way for me to get my bike into
downtown Kirkland. Do that, and I won't need to park a car there. The next thing the city must do is charge for all parking. I can
pay $2.50 for the bus, or I can drive and park for free. Parking for zip car is still parking. Please don't do that.
Return on investment....or not. The need to get people out of their cars and encourage them to walk, bike or bus to their
destination. Whether the Park Place development plan will provide the parking and business space needed. If so, the
downtown area could remain a nice place to live, walk and work but not an important place for visitors to come to. Whether
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the Totem Lake development plan will provide the parking spaces planners say we need for business, office, retail and
residential. More affordable residential development in the center of town would make it possible for employees to live,
work, shop and walk and not depend on cars to get to work....and need places for them to park.
I would love a better way to access Kirkland Transit Center. Since my house is a mile and uphill from the nearest bus stop, late at
night or in bad weather I need to find parking in order to use a bus to get to a theater downtown, for example.
I'll just repeat that we need much more affordable residential development for people who work in downtown Kirkland. This
would be a great way to reduce the need for employee parking. I'd like to see the residents of north Kirkland or Juanita who
work in Bellevue and Seattle given incentives to get on a bus and/or otherwise avoid driving to work via Market and Lake Streets.
While walking in Downtown Kirkland last summer, I noticed a large group of youn people in what appeared to be gang dress.
There were no police visible in the area, and I avoided the gang by choosing a different route. Other people have also mentioned
encountering threatening situations on Downtown streets at night. Where are the police at night? Maybe more police visibility
would make walking in Downtown Kirkland, especially off the main streets, more attractive. More walking means fewer cars.
Is there some reason we don't have a bus route on Lake Street?
It will never be perfect and there will always be those folks who insist that it's every American's right to park directly in front of
their objective. (Or their place of employment.) Keep insisting that we want Kirkland to be a walking, biking town (more bike
zones/racks) even though it falls short on these issues.
Consider Shuttle buses from Google to downtown Be careful not to believe that other modes will provide adequate CUSTOMER
access to downtown. They won't. Some zip cars in mixed use projects should be required if not already.
It is a great idea to offer car service options for those who go out in the evening besides reducing drinking and driving.
Companies of regular staffed hour employees should have incentive programs. Business meeting people don't have the time to
coordinate bus schedules with their lunch/coffee meeting nor would they use a bicycle. Employees have supplies and irregular
shifts that make alternative transportation options difficult. Service industry workers make low wages and those who live outside
the area complain of complicated bus trips that are very lengthy already. On top of that, the parking lots at bus transfer stations
are already overfilled.
The City could do more to encourage bus ridership (and not just the 255; there are several other buses that go downtown
frequently). We have hardly any bike parking near businesses, so that's an obvious opportunity that would have minimal cost.
YES! If there was a zip car option I would definitely use it. I presently have to walk more than a mile to catch a bus- 234-- and
then get a transfer, walk some more before I can get on the 255 in time to get to work. I rarely shop outside of Kirkland- but I
always have to take my car to go just a few miles-- seems like a commuter bus or ride share would be worth looking into
Improving busing and bike usability should be an equal priority to increased parking. Kirkland should not encourage cars over
alternate transportation, especially as the CKC becomes more usable.
Kirkland already caters to the bike set-- which are people who choose that lifestyle versus people who need to ride bikes because
they can't afford cars. Think about regular, every day people who have pets and kids and need to haul home groceries. They drive
cars. Cars aren't going away. People should not be punished for driving cars. Stick with reality and stop spending so much on
special interests.
The cost of a bus for a family is much higher than taking a car. Encouraging carpools needs to be considered.
Transit opportunities for Kirkland residen get the cars off our roads!
Although car parking will be the primary mode of transportation through this corridor, the opportunity to promote multi-modal
transportation may be appropriate for this project. The use of public transportation, bicycling, and walking as alternate modes of
transportation should be encouraged as a way to reduce vehicular traffic but increase pedestrian consumers. There are two
components to the increase of multi-modal traffic. 1) Marketing and 2) Infrastructure. Marketing: make the public aware of the
public transit routes and bicycle paths to/from the destination area. Give 'dummy proof' instructions on how to use these modes
of transportation. Infrastructure: make safe for alternate transportation by increasing bicycle lanes, pedestrian walkways and
ensure that safety is paramount during the discussion. If a person cannot get to/from the end destination safely, they will not
visit. Bicycle racks are needed at key locations to ensure the end destination has a location to park bicycles (local Woodinville
company manufacturers these: www.sportworks.com). Safe pedestrian crosswalks are need not only downtown but further out
to encourage a walk of more than 1 mile.
More parking would be nice, but fewer cars and more buses, bicycles and pedestrians will be better and less expensive. We
need to put more energy an time into alternatives to how people travel to, from and around in Kirkland. (email to staff 2/26/15)
Refer previous comments.
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support them all if feasible for a city our size.
dedicated zip car parking is a great idea, also the 255 has a very useful route
Bring back the trolley! Especially if it picked people up from parking areas and brought them to downtown locations, maybe
even from the Park and Rides. Just keep CONVENIENCE as the buzz word of this whole project. If what you do makes coming to
and enjoying Kirkland more possible, people will get on board. Thank you again for all the hard work.
Is it the council members thoughts that these residents from these neighborhoods would take the bus? How about those
families with children? I think not? (Kviews comment)
I think the issue with the parking is that no one wants to walk more than a handful of feet. Although the library is close to most
of the retailers…it’s not going to be close enough for some. (Kviews comment)
Heathman gives bus passes to employees to encourage not driving
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